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HOTEL BLANCHARD
STRATTON MAINE
In^  the 
Section.
center of the Fish and^Game 
Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCHARD, 
STRATTON MAINE. E. H. GROSE. Prop.
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex­
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates 
for June, October and November. 
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop., 
Pleasant Island, - - Maine
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. 
Lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords 
thejbest of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
For particulars write for free circular to
-Capt. E. F. COBURN,
LAKEWOOD CAMPS, Middledam, Maine
M o u n ta in  V ie w  H o u se  ,4
Mountain View, Maine i
ScFor further particulars write or address £
L .  E .  B O W L E Y ,
Mountain View, # # . Maine. |
$
The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing. 
TIM POND CAM PS
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and 
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.
t e r 
-
E d. G r a n t ’s  K e n n e b a g o  C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and 
•tream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office 
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars 
and other information, write
CD. GRANT & SON CO., P. O. Address, Grant’s Me.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS “-id
BaldlMountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmje- 
guotic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto 
road to camps—Telephone connections—Tw o mails daily—W rite for free cireular. 
AMOS ELLIS. Prop'r., Bald Mountain, Maine
SPEND YOUR
SUMMER VACATION
IN THE RANGELEY LAKE OR DEAD RIVER REGION IN
1 M A I N E
This territory is easy of access being reached in ONE DAY 
from Boston. The summer climate is delightful,' the nights are 
always cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the 
various resorts are ap-to-date, the scenery is grand, and there is 
fine trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roadp for 
motoring. .
The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD 
issue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map of this 
Country. Address •
P. N, BEAL, General Manager, \  Phillips, Mainev
RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine
DINNER DANCE
SOCIAL EVENT
Chicken Supper Enjoyed on Haley’s 
Picnic Ground
(Special Correspondence.)
The Rangeley Lake House, Range- 
ley, September 1.—The summer has 
passed and there is a chill in the 
air reminding one that the fall 
days are with us. The country road 
side is bright with the golden rod 
and wild aster blossoms, and here 
and there the leaves are changing 
color.
At 6 o ’clock this morning a jolly 
party of young folks were here in 
the office, who had a 5 o’clock call. 
They were all on hand to say good­
bye to one of the popular young 
gentlemen who has been one of their 
party during the August days, 
Newell VanDerlioef of New York, 
whom all hope to welcome iu 1916.
Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Taylor of Bos­
ton came this week to spend part of 
the month here.
Mi&s Dorothy Gifford of Hingham, 
Mass., and Miss Sylvia Conway of 
Bronxville, N. Y., find .this the ideal
SUMMER HOME 
DAMAGED BY FIRE
(Special Correspondence.)
Mountain View, August 31.—We 
are always sorry to report the loss 
of any property by fire in the Ran­
geleys. Monday forenoon the sum­
mer home of Fred O. Walker of 
Rumford, situated a mile below the 
outlet of the lake shore, opposite 
Mountain View', came near being 
burned from a fire that started in 
the boat house supposed to be caus­
ed by an explosion. The boat house 
and motor boat, ice house and wood­
shed were destroyed. People from 
the nearby camps and Mountain Vie 
House were soon cn the sipot, work­
ing with a will, and the furniture 
was taken out of the main camp, 
which they feared would also burn, 
hut was saved without being great­
ly damaged.
For a number of weeks Eugene 
Walters, the well-known play writer, 
wh© with his family are for the sum­
mer at Mountain View leased the 
cottage' and spent several hours 
there each day, writing, but had not 
been there the past week.
It is understood the property was 
insured and that Mr. Walker will 
rebuild what was destroyed.
place for autumn days.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Williams of 
Providence, R. I., while motoring 
through. Maine, remain at this hotel 
for several days. Another automo­
bile party, who left for a trip through 
the mountains this morning were, 
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Lamson of the 
same city.
H, H. Field and J. Blaine Morrison 
of Phillips registered here Tuesday.
J. L. Durgea, who has been in 
'New York for a few days is again 
with his family, who are greatly en­
joying life at the Rangeley Lake 
House.
Mr. and Mns. F. S. Adams, Miss 
A. S. Crosby and W. F. Porter of 
Brookline, Mass., were here for a 
short stay this week.
On Friday evening nearly 40 of 
the young folks accepted the invi­
tation given by Miss Anna and Miss 
Marguerite Schaefer of New York 
for a chicken supper over on the 
lake shore. It was a happy party, 
who by motor boats went over to 
Haley’s picnic ground, where the 
chickens were broiled and the feast 
spread on the big table under the 
trees and a late hour when the last 
song echoed over the water and 
the happy company returned to the 
hotel.
Miss Gilman’s morning dancing 
classes are so popular the ladies 
have an early breakfast and are at 
the casino at 8.30 o’clock and the 
young ladies find the married ladies 
are taking most of the young gentle­
men for partners they dance so well.
Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Sabin and Mr. 
and Mrs. H.- A. Jones are among 
the Portland people to arrive tihis 
week.
John B. Heyl of Wynnewood, 
Penn., on Sunday joined his par­
ents for the remainder of their stay.
The following party motored across 
country and dined here cn Sunday:, 
'Mrs. F. W. Briggs, Mrs. E. E. Me- 
Neehi, Mrs. Fred Philbrick, Miss 
Goodwin of Skowhegan, Mrs. Harry 
Davis of Philadelphia and Mrs. Ho­
mer of Gatchfield.
Mrs. F. B, McOay of New York 
was on Saturday joined , by M,r. Mc- 
Gay an with Mr. and Mrs. C. F. 
Pope will be among those to linger 
until late in September.
Sunday evening Mrs. Wood and 
Mrs. Duryea chaperoned a party cf 
young folks ever to Dr. Stahl’s cam(p 
cn the south shore of the lake, where 
several young ladies proved they can 
cook and serve a supper, that the 
young gentlemen declared was ‘ ‘fit 
for a prince.”
Everyone regretted tV  departure cf 
Kenneth Wood, who soon takes up 
his work as a Yale student and his 
brother, Luther Wood, who returned 
(Continued on page four.)
FOUR ITALIANS 
' DEPART FOR WAR
Forty New York^Girls On A Camp­
ing Trip Have A_Right 
Jolly Time
(Special Correspondence.)
JBemis, Me., August 30;—It seemed 
strange last evening to hear the 
conductor at this little station in the 
woods call, “ Beniis- This way for 
the Boston sleeper,” and to learn 
that every birth in the night Pull­
man was taken. The depot was 
crowded and as cheers- were heard 
one wondered where all the people 
came from and what they were 
cheering for. Just then I noticed 
four Italians wave their hats and 
call good-bye to their friends as the 
train started, and learned that for 
several years they had worked faith­
fully in the crew' of over 60 men at 
Cummings’ mill, but bad been called 
home to Italy to enter the army. 
How thankful we all ought to be 
that the stars and stripes are still 
waving over a land of peace. There 
are not many country railroad sta­
tions where so much business is 
done, and people from, so many dif­
ferent cities and countries come, as 
here at Bemis, where there is no 
public road and the only way the 
place is reached is by train or a- 
cnoss the lake.
The little store is a busy place 
and the Sunday mail brought a doz­
en big mail bags packed, which had 
to be sorted for Upper and Middle 
Dam, Birohes and The Barker post­
offices.
Here at the camps there are al­
ways more or less guests Who come 
to enjoy camp life and the register 
tells that a large number make a 
short stay en route to and from 
the different nearby public camps.
Dr. W. Duncan McKim of Washing­
ton, D. C., Miss J. Jackson and 
fiiend, Miss Henrietta Straus of 
(Continued on page five.)
STEAMBOAT SERVICE 
on
RANGELEY LAKE
Boats leave Rangeley for South 
Rangeley at 5.35 A. M- and 11.40 
A. M., where close connection is 
made with Maine Central Rail­
road trains for Portland, Boston 
and New York. Boats making 
close connection at South Range- 
ley with trains from New York, 
Boston and Portland, arrive at 
Rangeley at 1.20 P. M. and 
6.40 P. M.
MANY TRAMP UP 
BALD MOUNTAIN
Trap Shooting Enjoyed on the 
Grounds of R. L. Spotts.
(Special Correspondence.)
Mocseico-kmeguntic House, Haines 
Landing, August 27.—Not only is 
everyone saying, “ such a perfect 
day!” But at this noon hour more 
than 50 guests who are gathered on 
the veranda for a social after dinner 
chat, hear the orchestra playing “A 
Perfect Day.”
A party from here just came in 
from a tramp to the top of Bald 
Mountain, and a New York gentlema 
who lias not been to the top of many 
mountains to “ view the world” is 
very enthusiastic over the wonderful 
view of lake and wilderness for miles 
distant and now wonders, ‘ ‘why doesn 
everybody who comes to these lakes 
go up Bald Mountain?”  and one o f ' 
the young ladies answered, “Why, I 
thought everybody was there this 
morning for I counted over 50 coni­
ine from Mountain View, The Bark­
er, other hotels and private canips.”
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
THIS is a very in­teresting and in­
structive book on mak­
ing cabin boats, canoes, 
row boats, etc. It tells 
of the various streams 
one can trip on with a 
cabin boat, how to 
equip for such a trip, 
what to wear and eat, 
cost of a two month’s 
trip. It gives descrip­
tion;. and diagrams, 
photographs and chapters on construction, 
when to float, when and where to land and 
other useful hints. Book is compiled of 
facts and observations made by the author. 
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations 
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat, 
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to 
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment* 
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of 
Equipment, The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline 
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat. Cabin 
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and 
Landing Lists, Floating, Floating at Night and in 
Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast 
and Some Rope Hints. Landings, Troubles. Care 
of the Boat, Ways of Making Money. On Making 
Notes, Land Hints. Photographing, Game and 
Hunting, Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing, 
Amusements. Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A  Cabin 
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price Postpaid, Clotk Bound, S1.00. 
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
As many have to return to their 
city homes the first of September 
and the rainy days have kept them 
indoors, everybody seems to he going 
somewhere to-day. The motor boats 
are on the lake with jolly parties, 
others by auto are off fcr a ride to 
the village or over to the Dead Riv­
er region, the tennis players are hav- 
ine a game, while on the piazza sit­
ting in the sunshine are a number 
of liadies who have caught the germ 
“ knittitis.” What kind of a new 
disease is that?” one lady excitedly 
asked the Boston Doctor who was so 
patiently holding a skein of blue 
yarn for the little Boston school- 
marm to wind and the laugh was con 
tageous. Every woman has taken 
up knitting and everyone wants a 
different color of yarn.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rich, after a 
pleasant month at this hotel, left 
for their heme in Brookline, Mass., 
this morning.
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Griffin and 
daughter, Miss Dorothy Griffin of Bos­
ton, who have added much to the 
social life for the past six weeks 
also said ‘ ‘Gcod-hye until 1916,” on 
Thursday.
Dr. F. H. Hayden of Portland has 
been joined by his friend, Dr. E. 
Eastman of Borning for a few days’ 
outing. •
Tihis morning quite a party were 
invited by R. L. Spotts for freak trap 
shooting on his grounds, and it was 
a good time the hoys had. Mr. 
Spotts has traps set up in different 
parts of tlie grounds, over 20 of 
them, and it was great sport fcr 
those at the traps, Phipps Mo sh­
ier of Hopkton, Mass., the 14-years- 
old lad, was the champion, as his 
score was 17 out of a possible 25, 
and Master Ralph Spotts was second 
with a score of 13 out of a 25.
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Jones of Wilfces- 
barre, Penn., were on am auto trip 
through the Rangeleys and spent 
part of the week here.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Felton and 
son, Wm. Sidney Felton of Salem, 
Mass., and Miss M. A. Adams of 
Melrose, Mass., after several days 
in Crow’s Nest, left this morning in 
their touning car for home via Bethel
On Wednesday Miss Mabel A. 
Tarr of Portland gave an evening’s 
program of reading and impersona­
tions, which were much enjoyed, as 
Miss Tarr is one of Portland’s accom­
plished entertainers.
Wm. H. Hendrickson of Ridgewood, 
N. J., on Tuesday joined Mrs. Hen­
drickson and son Jack, who came 
early in the season.
George C. Gibbs this week came 
from Jacksonville, Fla., to spend the 
remainder of the season with his 
family in Camp Wellsmere.
“Packing up to go home” is what 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Manning 
and daughters cf Worcester, Mass., 
and Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Moshier and 
family, who have.been here for week 
do not enjoy doing. “ We have had 
a happy summer at Mooselookmegun- 
tic and plan to return another year" 
they all say.
As several parties have engaged 
camps for the autumn days and mar7] 
who have been here for weeks plan 
to remain, if the weather continues 
fine, there will be no dull days at 
this hotel until it closes the season.
AN ENGLISH RIFLE CHAMPION
In England, small bore rifle club 
shooting has been developed to a 
high state cf perfection and along 
with this development some of the 
best marksmen in the world have 
been brought to ‘light.. This shoot­
ing is done at short ranges with .22 
caliber target rifles. The distances 
are 25, 50, 75 and 100 yards, and 
when it is said that there are over 
four thousand of these clubs in exis­
tence, a fair idea may be obtained 
of the hold the sport has updn shoot­
ing men.
mum results of which he was capa­
ble with his outfit, Mr. Briggs secur­
ed a new rifle whidh he found to be 
extremely accurate, and effected a 
perfect shooting combination by se­
lecting Remingtcn-UMC ammunition.
SOME FISHING
IN AUGUST DAYS
Many Guests Expected Before 
Labor Day— Catch Fish 
Without Hook.
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| A REAL BARGAIN (
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine's best | 
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- | 
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
| $3,000 I
1 spot cash takes it. For further information write
MAINE WOODS,
PHILLIPS, MAINE
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the
M AIN E W OODS
follow you back to the city. Fill out 
the blank below, and mail with $1.00 
and the deed is done.
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find 51.00 for one year’s subscription to 
Maine W oods (outing edition.)
Name
Address- 
State ~
Probably no shooter is ' better 
known among the email bore enthus­
iasts of London than is S. W. 
Briggs, who- won the Remington-U- 
M-C competition at the Londo n meet­
ing held on tihe Ham and Petersham 
range during the week of June 21st 
to 26th. This big sihooting tourna­
ment was given under the patronage 
of the Duke of Connaught and was 
promoted and managed by the So­
ciety of Miniature Rifle Clubs.
The competition which Mr. Briggs 
won was a single entry affair, with 
all competitors sheeting at one time, 
each firing ten shots at 100 yards 
cn a target having a 4-inch. buH’s- 
eye. The prize wlliich Mr. Briggs 
won was a gold medal.
It is interesting to note that Mir. 
Briggs began shooting in the Spring 
of 1913 and for a few months after 
becoming a member of the Alexan­
dra Palace Rifle Club, did not do 
any very remarkable shooting. How­
ever, after the won his first spoon 
competition, he was placed at scratch 
and subsequently had the distinction 
of making a possible score—the only 
one made in the club during the 
year.
In 1914 he fired in seventeen 
matches for an average of 99.20 out 
of the possible 100—a remarkal le re­
cord indeed. Believing, however, 
that he was not securing the maxi­
(Special Correspondence.)
Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic 
Lake, August 27.—This morning the 
sun is shining but everyone has on 
an extra overcoat and are wondering 
how cold it was at 5 o ’clock when 
it was only 40 degrees above zero at 
breakfast time. There was white 
frost in some places, hut Mr. Tooth- 
aker has just ccme from the main 
land with tlhe good news Jack Frost 
only nipped a few leaves on the cu­
cumbers, and that there are peas 
and beans enough to supply this and 
half a dozen ether camps.
There is still a crowd here on the 
Island as every camp is taken.
After a pleasant stay cf five weeks 
Mrs. David R. Craig of Wellesley, 
Mass., and party cf seven took the 
Sunday train for home, planing to 
return for a longer stay in 1916. .
H. L. Mcorman and R. S. Lindsay 
of Lynchbury, Va., who came the 
first of July for a two weeks’ stay, 
are Still enjoying life in Camp Cath­
erine. These delightful southern 
gentlemen are not only happy them­
selves, but do much to add tc the 
pleasure of others. They have tfheir 
Pierce-Arrow car at Haines Landing 
and often take a trip over the coun­
try roads.
H. B. Powell, the Philadelphia law­
yer, who is here with his family, 
has been entertaining for the past 
week their friend, Frederick C. Shaef 
fer of the same city, wh© was great­
ly taken with life in the woods of 
Maine, and said there was net a 
better tennis court in the city than 
here at Pleasant Island.
Miss Augusta Page of Brooklyn, 
N. Y., after six weeks in Sunrise 
Camp regretfully left for home Sat­
urday, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. 
M. E. Tucker of Boston, who also 
had come to the close of vacation 
dsys.
Louis J. EUinger and Arthur Sturn 
of New York with Ohas. Pynn guide, 
were here last night, having tramp­
ed across country from Mason’s cn 
Magallow’ay via Lincoln Pond, and 
this morning left for Kennebago to 
hike it over the old buckboard road.
Two guests from the United States 
Battleship, New York, Lieut. O. C. 
Greene and Lieut. R. M. Comfort, 
while cn a burlough w'ere most de­
lightfully entertained here at Pleas­
ant Island by their friends, Mrs. H. 
V; Fisher, daughters, Miss Hildagard 
and Miss Dorotihy Fisher of New 
York, whose home is in Bestin, Ger­
many, where they hope to return be­
fore another summer. The U. S. 
officers hed g*eat sport with their 
friends in motor boat Toad, going 
all over the lakes and often from 
Haines Landing with their automo­
bile, took a trip over the hills.
Miss E. A. Reese, the charming 
young lady from Orange, N. Y., who 
with Miss Mary G. Wells is for the 
summer accupying the new camps 
on the main land has for her guest, 
Miss Ethel Griffin of Orange, N. Y., 
who was here last summer and other 
guests are expected before October.
Although this is tihe time when 
they say, “ There is no fishing.”  Ken­
neth Craig while casting the fly off 
the wharf caught a 1V2 pound trout 
and a number of small ones are daily 
taken on the fly up Cupsuptic
ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young women going ta 
Boston to work or vtuOy, 
any lady going to Boston for 
pleasure or on a chopping
trip without mala escort will
find the
Franklin Square 
House
a delightful place to stop. A 
Home- Hotel In th» hearty of 
Boston exclusively for wo­
men. 630 room*, isfe, com­
fortable convenient of accau, 
prices reasonable. For par­
ticulars and prices address
Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.
stream.
Dr. R. H. Breed of Wapipingear
Falls, N. Y., has a good fish story to 
•tell. With George Robertson, guide 
they were fishing near Brown’s Is­
land, and hooked a pound sal­
mon that was giving them sport to 
net, when they noticed a 2-pound 
trout following the salmon and tine 
guide reached over the net and land­
ed him. ‘‘A trout caught without a 
hock,” and later the salmon was 
safe in the boat.
Miss Ethel Noods of West Newton, 
Mass., who was the guest of her 
aunt, Mrs. LeBoutillier for two 
weeks, returned to her heme Satur­
day. She is a great lever of camp 
life and greatly enjoyed the picnics,, 
tennis and boating.
Thomas O. Rogers, the Boston 
gentleman, who is here for all sum­
mer is still attraetihg much atten­
tion as .with, auto-motor boat, he 
takes parties over- tihe lake.
Often someone wiho comes in from 
a walk through the woods reports 
Seeing a flock cf partridge, and as 
deer are daily seen, there is every 
prospect for success for the Octob­
er hunter.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Plumb of Ter- 
ryville, Conn., with Geo. W. Fanjoy 
guide, spent the nigtlit camping up 
Cupsuptic stream this week.
Mrs. W. U. Toothaker was in Rum­
ford this week for a short stay at 
their winter home.
Mrs. H. W. Hannan of New York 
expects her husband, who has been 
salmon fishing in Nova Scotia, mak­
ing the trip from home in his 
yacht. The Misses Virginia and 
Ethel Hannan returned to their heme 
this week to be ready for school 
days.
Several parties return home and 
nearly 20 guests are expected before 
Labor Day.
CAMP NOTES
AT WELD
Many Guests Return Home After 
Labor Day.
Weld, August 30.—Dr. Billings o f 
Cambridge metered’ to Weld last week 
in his new Dodge car and is tire 
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Bragg at 
Camp Woronoco.
Mr. Walker of Cambridge made 
the trip from Boston one day last 
week in his Dodge ear and is the 
guest of the Walkers at Mrs. Taint- 
er’s camp.
Two automobile parties made the 
trip up the Magalloway last week. 
Tuesday the Walter Leaohs went and 
Thursday Dr. Bragg’s party made 
the same trip.
Miss Wilhelmina Spamhoffd o f 
Wa&hdngton, D. C., gave a moonlight 
launch party Wednesday evenings 
The following were in the party: ] 
Misses Ladd, Dunning, West, Palos, ’ 
DeRcnge, Ruesell and little Mias 
Nancy Spaulding, Messrs. Dunning, 
West, Ruerat, Elder, Nelson. Mr. 
and Mrs. Chester Blunt acted as 
chaperones. Refreshments of pea­
nuts, soda and lolly-pops were serv­
ed on the ride, and a very ptleas>- 
nt time was enjoyed by all.
Every day last week parties were 
leaving and after Labor Day there 
will be very few people left in the 
camps.
Philip Hayden of Columbia Uni- 1 
versdty, Mr. Jackson and a friend 
from Providence have been the 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ruerat at 
Camp Riant-Rive.
Make your purchase* from Mains 
Woods advertisements.
PALMER ENGINES A N D  
LAUNCHES.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. enpire for canoes 
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock 
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALM ER  
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Poitlard, Me.
TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. PICKEL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tack)*., 
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs. 
RANGfeLEY. - - . MAIN®
‘ ‘ M on in outh M o corns ins”
They are made for 
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen 
Known the world ov**r for excel­
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
M. L. UETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth. • - - Maine*
Tobacco Should be Smoked Up 
As Soon as it’s Cut Up
Then it is bound to be fresh —  to smoke cool and 
sweet— because the natural moisture hasn’t a chance to 
escape. . That’s the reason experienced smokers stick to 
the good old Sickle plug— slice off a fresh pipeful as they 
need it— and get all the original flavor and fragrance 
that have been pressed in the plug, and kept there by the 
natural leaf wrapper.
These smokers could save a minute’s time by getting their 
tobacco already cut up—but they know it would also be dried up, 
would bum fast and bite their tongues.
You’ll find solid satisfaction in smoking Sickle. And you’ll 
get more tobacco, because there is no package to pay for. Your 
dealer sells Sickle.
MANY CONTESTS
AT KINEO
Contests in All Branches of Sport 
Keep August Guests at 
Kineo Busy.
(Special Correspondence.)
Kjneo, Moosehead Lake, Me., Aug­
ust 28.—The summer’s biggest week 
brings August to a close with the 
annual regatta of the Moosehead 
Lake Yacht Club to-day, the annual 
masquerade of three hundred em­
ployees as a spectacle for the guests 
to-night, and a program of water 
sports, the yacht club ball masque, 
dinners and dances featuring this 
week.
One of tine summer's prettiest 
scenes was the horseback riding com­
petition held on the terrace in 
front of the Mt. Kineo, Miss 
Esther Bancroft of Wilmington, Del., 
presenting the cups. The contest 
eliminated all but Miss Alicia Ken­
nedy of Boston and Miss Eleanor 
Josephtihal of New York, the latter 
finally getting tihe award, although 
both riders received much applause 
from the large crowd assembled. 
The children’s competition showed 
some remarkable juvenile riding, 
Miss Audray Josephthal of New York 
and Miss Eleanor Judkins of Brook-
SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY 
LAKES RAILROAD
TIHE TABLE
In Effect June 21, 1915
FARMINGTON—Passenger trains leave Farm­
ington for Phillips and Rangeley, at 12:02 P. M. 
end 4:20 P. M. For Kingfield an t Bigelow at 4:20 
P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Phillips and 
Kingfield at 7:55 A. M., and from Rangeley and 
Bigelow at 1.55 P. M.
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A. M., and leaves at 
11:00 A. M.
STRONG—Passenger trains leave for Farming­
ton at 7:25 A. M and 1:26 P. M.. for Phillips and 
Rangeley at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M., and for 
Bigelow at 4:55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive 
from Farmington at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M. 
From Bigelow at 1:15 P. M. From Phillips at 
' 7‘-25 A. M., and from Rangeley at 1:25 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Phillins at 8:45 A .M .. 
trora Kingfield at 7:15 A. M. and from Farmington 
at 11:55 A. M
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave for Farm­
ington at 7:05 A. M. and 1:00 P. M. Arrive from 
Farmington at 12:52 P. M. and 5:10 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Rangeley at 10:15 A. M., 
and leaves for Rangeley at 1:20 P. M. Mixed 
train leaves for Farmington at 7:30 A. M., and 
arrives from Farmington at 2:15 P. M.
RANGELEY—Passenger train leaves for Farm- 
ngton at 11:30 A. M., and arrives from Farming­
ton at 6:43 P. M. .
Mixed train leaves for Phillips at rr30 A. M. 
and arrives at 3:45 P. M.
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 12:50 P. M. 
tor Farmington and arrives at 5:23 P. M.
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves for Bige­
low at 9:00 A. M, and 6:45 P. M., for Farmington 
at 12:30 P. M.
Mixed train leaves for Strong at 6:00 A. M., and 
arrives from Strong at 9:20 A. M.
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves for Farm­
ington at 10:45 A. M.. and arrives from Farming­
ton at 6:35 P. M. Passenger train arrives from 
K'ngfield at 9:50 A. M., and leaves for  Kingfield 
at 6:40 P. M.
SUNDAY TRAIN leaves Phillips for Farming­
ton at 9t00 A. M. and 3:35 P. M. For Rangeley at 
11.28 A. M.p arrives from Farmington at 11:25 A. 
M. and from Rangeley at 3:35 P. M.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager
line winning first and second prizes.
Exciting water sports attracted 
over four hundred to Kineo Break­
water, the younger poeple entering 
the various events. Walter W. 
Demelman of Boston won the swim­
ming race for ’ men. Paul Feucht- 
wanger of New York captured the 
point cup offered by the Moosehead 
Lake Yacht Club. George Apple of 
Boston and Philip Haseltine of Brook 
lyn won special swimming race troph 
ie-s presented for camp Wildwood 
boys only. The weekly ten-mile race 
cf the Yacht Club was won by the 
Hunky Dory, E. H. Guterbridge of 
New York, owner. Miss Eleaor Pay- 
sen of RortLand, M$-, defeated all 
the eight young ladies who entered 
the swimming race for girls.
A sporting event of great interest 
was the annual golf tournament for 
the Mt. Kineo House cups which, 
was run in two sections and lasted 
the greater part of a week, nearly 
sixty starting in the qualifying round. 
Dr. S. MacCuen Smith of Philadel­
phia captured the trophy in the first 
section, with J. E. R. Carpenter of 
New York as runner-up, while in the 
second division, after Mrs. M. D. 
Paterson had defaulted, the finals 
were betweeh Mr. Henry Feuchtwang 
er and his son Paul cf New York, 
the father winning cut after 36 
holies.
A Kicker’s “ hidden number” golf 
contest Saturday created fun for a 
large list of entrants. The number 
proved to be 41, and Dr. Frank Mar­
tin of Baltimore, Carrol Knight and 
Mr. F. D. Savidge of Philadelphia, 
after deducting their self-imposed 
handicaps, were all even. Dr. Mar­
tin won the play off..
A rifle range party in the drencih- 
ine rain of Monday gave pleasure to 
twenty. Huddled under the shelter 
between turns made much sociabil­
ity, and at the close all were guests 
of C. P. Freeman of Philadelphia 
at the Yacht Club for afternoon tea. 
Prizes given by Mr. Freeman for 
best improvement in score were tak­
en by H. J. Genung and Miss Kath­
erine Clark of New York; those in 
the self-imposed handicap, given by 
Mrs. H. J. Genung, went to Mrs. C.
A. Judkins of Brookline, Mass., and 
C. M. Clark of New York.
One of the unique and delightful 
young people’s parties was the din­
ner given by Miss Betty Smith of 
Germantown in honor of her brother, 
G, Allen Smith, recently arrived, one 
of the popular young men of the 
summer gronp. One cf the large 
private dining rooms, splendidly, de­
corated was converged into a scene 
of merriment by the twenty-eight 
young people, and the fact that the
S Y L V A N  L A K F ,
As good as it sounds, with camps of 
all kinds and sizes. Ten ponds within 
10 miles. Salmon, togue, perch and 
trout. Excellent hunting. Guides 
furnished. Write for terms to 
F. G . HAYDEN,
R. F. D. 1, Abbot Village, Me.
dinner was served without silver, 
was the source of much amusement. 
Guests were the Misses Martha Wal­
ton, Polly Davis, Natalie Davis, Dor­
othy Kinley, Helen Bates cf Phila­
delphia, Eleanor Payson, Portland, 
Me., Hester Gibson, Katherine Clark, 
Marjorie Sillcocks, Kathryn Potter, 
Clarice Paterson, Marion Carpenter, 
New York; Messrs. A. R. Clapp, Clar­
ence Freeman, Ted Kinley, Lewis 
Smith, Howard Rowland, William 
W iedersheim, Henry Knight, Phila­
delphia, Paul Feuchtwanger, Irving 
Wililliaims, Courtnay Shaw, Robert 
Fiedler, Beach Barrett, New York, 
Robert Gross and Herbert Fales, 
Boston.
Miss Clarice Paterson of New 
York presented two handsome cups 
for competitive dancing Saturday 
evening, many couples taking part. 
The judges, Mrs. W. L. Sheafer, 
Pottsville, Pa., Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
Feuchtwanger cf New York, Com­
modore and Mrs. C. A. Conklin of 
Atlanta, Ga., and Miss Madeline F. 
Gale of Boston, after much delibera­
tion because of the* excellence of so 
many, finally made the awards to 
Miss Betty Smith of Philadelphia, and 
J. Ellis Hoffman of New York. Fol- 
’owine the dance the young people 
presented Miss Gale, the popular 
dapeer at Kineo, with a beautiful 
travelling clock.
Arrivals at the Mt. Kineo are 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Smith, Mr. 
and Mrs. F. E. Johnson, Miss Marie
D. Johnson, Mrs. W. Adams Brown, 
J Crosby Brown, Mr. and Mrs. 
James Emerson Carpenter, G. K. 
Engle and family, H. Varden, Wil­
liam Lawrence, Mrs. Geo. H. Smith, 
Miss Mary Lincoln, Mr. ancl Mrs. A. 
P. Nevin, Wm. S. Haskell, Mr. and 
Mrs. Franklin Briggs, C. S. Thorne, 
Geo. C. Lee and family, William Fels 
and family, Henry Birrell and fam­
ily, Dr. and Mrs, J. F. Hasbrouck, 
S. T. Hodvman, Jr., Larohmont, N. 
Y.; Miss Josephine Carrigan, Miss 
Agnes Carrigan, Miss G. Carrigan, 
Newark, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. Har­
rison T. Sheldon, New Haven, Conn.; 
John Gribbel, Miss Elizabeth Gribbel, 
Philadelphia; Herbert Berri,' Dr. and 
Mrs. J. C. Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Edw. 
Crandall, White Plains, N. Y.; Miss
A. L. Seward, Miss Edith MeLliok, 
Plainfield, N. J.; Mrs. L. Y. Wheel­
er, Miss E, Wheeler, Robert Deans, 
G-uilliam Aertsen, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. 
Chas. B. Dunn, Mrs. Wahl, Mrs. C.
B. Kitcbam, J. C. Rogeirs, Mr. and 
Mrs. J. D. Wade, Mr. and Mrs. Thom 
as Conway, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. R. 
Henderson, John Gribbel, Miss Eliza­
beth Gribbel, Mr. and Mrs. B. Wells,
C. S. Walton, Mrs. Walton, Miss 
Martha Walton, Master Jos. Walton, 
Miss Hardisty, Miss Helen Bates,
E. C. Green, T. A. Caster, F. W. 
Kennedy, B. A. Hallman, Mr. and 
Mrs. Garrett L. Reilly, Philadelphia; 
John L. Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Alexand­
er Lincoln, Geo. C. Lee, J. B. Wicks, 
Dean A. Fales, L. R. Bolton, Miss 
Anne L. Seward, Boston; Mr. and 
Mrs, A. M. Macho,Id, Newton Cent­
er; Miss N. F. Homer, Wellesley; F. 
W. Allen, Groton, Conn.; Robti C. 
Bianclhard, Montville, Conn.; Edward 
M. Day, Hartford, Conn.; R. H. Mc- 
Cready and wife, S. D. Springar and 
w'fe, Danfcirth, Me.; Mr. and Mrs. 
Franklin Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. 
H. A. Russell, Portland, Me.; L. P. 
Noble, Augusta, Me.; Mrs. J. Scott 
Parish and family, Mrs. J. F. Twomt- 
ly and party, Oakland, Me.; Walter 
W. Webber, Lewiston, Me.; Geoffrey 
Bryant, Roland Bryant, Norman Biry- 
ant, Ansonia, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. 
Harrison T. Sheldon, Mrs. Wilder M. 
Bush, Mrs. Robert Wilder Bush, Mis3 
King, New Haven, Conn.
MAINE’S FREAK SUMMER
The expectation which was enter­
tained early in the season that Maine 
would reap a harvest from the influx 
of summer visitors, owing to the war 
embargo on foreign travel, does not 
seem to be in process of realization. 
War or no war, people will not seek 
the sea coast when .the only attrac­
tions there are cold and drizzling 
weather and fur blankets, nor will 
they go to inland resorts wihem they 
need wraps and foot warmers to sit 
on verandas with any comfort, and 
when umbrellas and raincoats are an 
indispensable adjunct of walks and 
drives. The present freak season 
has given Maine a bad jolt. Where 
it should have brought into the State 
a million or two dollars more than is 
usually spent by summer visitors in 
Maine, the reverse has been the case, 
and the country’s playground has 
(been to quite an extent a deserted
playground”. Ail this means a good 
deal in loss, and it does not stop 
there, as the farmer in the South­
ern part of the State is being hard 
hit. The month of July gave Port­
land a precipitation of about 11 inch­
es and Lewiston about 10 inches 
with a normal rainfall for the month 
of around 3 inches. Very little if 
any undamaged hay will be gathered 
in many sections, and thousands of 
tons are ruined. From the 20th 
of June to August 1st, rain fell prac­
tically every day, and at present, 
with a nearly ruined hay crop, thou­
sands of Southern Maine farmers 
see small chance of getting anything 
worth while cfa grain or sweet 
worth while of a grain or sweet 
potatoes are standing the racket of 
bad weather conditions best, but 
many potato fields lock extremely 
sick.
Old settlers in Southern Maine 
who cannot recall just such another 
season of cold and rain, have got up 
a theory which does well enough in 
absence of a better explanation, that 
the disarrangement of normal weath­
er conditions is due to the incessant 
cannonading on European battle­
fields. If that is so, Maine is suf­
fering a literal bombardment. At 
all events, things are pretty topsy­
turvy, and the only ray of light and 
hope was cast on Aroostook for a 
fortnight the latter part of July, 
which enabled thousands of tons of 
perfect hay to be harvested.—Star- 
Herald.
IMPRESSIVE
COSTUME PARTY
Mingo Hill, August 28.—The sea­
son is at its height at the Springs 
and the guests are having great fun, 
outing parties following each other 
in quick succession. The most 
noticeable of these being the climb­
ing of Bald Mountain with a picnic 
supper following. This alfresco lunch 
was served in Ernest Haley’s grove 
on the south shore of the lake. The 
appetites of the crowd sharpened by 
the arduous scramble were most ad­
equately satisfied by the bountiful 
goodies sent over in the hotel lanuch 
by Landlord Cole.
Captain Haley’s fine motor boat 
“The Lillian” has been in frequent 
commission taking happy parties 
from the hotel to the village and 
cn m.conlight sails.
The clock golf green has been well 
patronized, several matches having 
crane off between the golfers staying 
here. Judge Lippineott has the re­
cord with a lew score of 25.
Perhaps the most enjoyable affair 
of the season so far was the im­
promptu burlesque dress party got­
ten up at about three hours’ notice. 
The costumes were necessarily all cf 
home materials and showed much 
ingenuity and originality. The fun 
was greatly enjoyed both by those 
who dressed up and by the more se­
date onlookers. Several of the 
make-ups departed from, the ridiculous 
and were artistic and picturesque. 
Among the most noticeable were 
the following: Mrs. Nearing,
Gypsy fortune teller; Mrs. McLain, 
“ Aunt Dinah” ; Mrs. Van Renssalaer, 
“ Madame Butterfly” ; Miss Wilkinson, 
“ Jack Yale” ; Miss Scriven, “ Harry 
Harvard” ; Miss Mason and Miss 
Tuttle, Quaker maidens, comic make­
up and very funny; Miss Katz, 
chambermaid; Miss Clawson, “ Ito” 
Japanese maiden; Miss Snellbaoh- 
er, “ Kansas Bill,” cow hoy; Miss 
Marguerite SneUbacher, ‘ ‘Antonio,” 
pirate; Bradford Lambert, “ Therese 
French maid; Dick Katz, youth; Mas­
ter Bruce McLain and Jofin Cotter 
as the “ Gold Dust Twins.” The 
get-ups of the ladies who impersonat­
ed beys were particularly realistic 
and the way they manipulated their 
cigarettes and made love to the 
French and Japanese maidens and 
the chambermaid spoke of critical 
studies of the real things. TI e 
dashing cow boy and dusky eyed pir­
ate with fierce pistol stuck in flow­
ing sash seemed fit copies for illus­
trations in stirring tales, their black 
mustaches calling cut many hearty 
guffaws. The fortune teller was 
capitally made up and very real in 
action. Aunt Dinah and The Twins 
were capital and her lecture on cook­
ing a gem- Dancing followed the 
grand march with acting charades fo 
the closing exercise. Pleasant talks 
were given cm request by Landlord 
Cole, Dr. Munycn, Mr. Lambert and 
others..
E. E. Patridge.
PARTY ENJOYS 
MOONLIGHT SAIL
Dr. Munyon Among the Guests 
Here—Full House Until After 
September 1st.
(Special Correspondence.)
Mingo Springs, Rangeley, August 
26.—Life here at Mingo the past 
week lias been very gay, for all wel­
comed the warm pleasant days.
On Tuesday evening a party of 31 
guests chartreed the “ Lillian” ’ and 
had a moonlight sail of three hours 
around the Lake. .
Parties are daily off for a hike 
to Rangeley, Oquossoc, Bald Moun­
tain, Dodge Pond, and to follow the 
foresit trails.
The tennis court, the squash court, 
clock golf and ball grounds always 
afford ammusement. This evening 
there is to he a costume party.
Miss Angela M. Gallagher of Brook­
lyn, N. Y., after a delightful month’s 
stay left for a trip up the Hudson 
before returning home.
Prof. James M. Munyon of Phila- 
(Contlnued on page six)
CANADIAN WILDS
TELLS about the Hudson Bay Com­
pany; Northern Indians 
and their Modes of 
Hunting, Trapping, etc 
Provisions fo r  th e  
Wilderness, Things to 
Avoid, etc., etc. The 
author (Martin Hunter) 
was with the Hudson 
Bay Company for about 
40 years— from 1863 to 
1903 and the informa-, 
tion is given from al­
most a half century’s 
experience. This book contains 277 pages, 
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The “ Free Trader”  
Outfitting Indians, Trackers of the North, Provis­
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About 
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances, 
Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver, 
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian 
Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting 
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things 
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and 
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal, 
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case 
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling 
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A 
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass 
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces­
sary. A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake 
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap o f Raison.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Cents
CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
THIS is one of the mo s t  practical 
books on woodcraft 
ever written contain­
ing valuable informa­
tion for all lovers of 
the great outdoors.
The author of this 
book has spent years 
in the woods, so 
knows what is want­
ed by the woodsmen, 
mountain men, pros­
pectors, trappers and 
the hardy outdoor people in general. It 
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations. 
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures 
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp 
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps, 
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking 
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms, 
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel­
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt­
ing boats, Snovvshoes and Their Use, Snow- 
shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail 
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush 
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and 
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and 
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents.
SCIENCE OF FISHING
THE most practi­cal book on fish­
ing ever published. 
T h e  author says; 
“For those who have 
caught them, as well 
as for those who 
never have.” This 
book describes the 
fish, tells their habits 
and HOW, WHEN 
and W H E R E  to 
catch them; also tells 
the KIND of tackle 
used for each fish, 
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100 
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “Gentle Art”; Rods; 
Reels! Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies; 
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle 
Boxes, Et .^; Bait-Casting; Flv-Casting; Surf­
Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of 
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish; 
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout 
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel), Muskellunge 
and Pike-Perch'; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and 
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna; 
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair­
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa­
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of 
Fish— Good Places.
Price, Postpaid, Clotk Bound, 6 0  Cents
• Send all orders to
MAINE WOODS,
P H I L L I P S , _____________________M A I N E
Cnppinl flffpr Any one of the aVove0 (J C u ld l U IIC I books and Outing Edition 
of MAINE WOODS one year, $1.2s
MAINE WOODS
ISSUED WEEKLY
J. W . B rack ett Co.
Phillips, Maine__________
L. R. BRACKETT,
Business Manager 
OUTING EDITION
paffee ......................................... -■• *1.00 per year
LOCAL EDITION
t2 tod  16 p a g es ......................... per year
Canadian, Mexican. Cu&an and Panama sub- 
BCBtptlon 00 ceata extra. Foreign subscription 
t> ■junta extra. .
ante red as second class matter. January 21. 
WW. at She ooetoflftce at Phillips, Maine, under 
the A ct of March 3.1879,
T a j Met me Woods thoroughly covers the entire 
state od Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp­
on and Outing news, and the Franklin county 
orally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish 
•nd game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address o> your paper 
changed, please give the old aa weil as new 
d dress.
T H U R S D A Y ,  S E P T E M B E R  2, 1915.
With the opening of the duck 
shooting season, the sight of men 
carrying guns is a familiar sight a­
long the hanks of the rivers.
The United States Department of 
Agriculture is wanning sportsmen 
that the migratory bird law, publish­
ed in these columns recently, its to 
bo enforced, even if it. does conflict 
with the state law.
AH Sunday bunting is now pro­
hibited. The penalty is net less 
than $10 ctr more than $40 for eaoh 
offense. This is a radical change 
from, the former Sunday hunting 
law, which in many sections not 
even a pretense was made to en­
force. The only penalty wihidh count 
be imposed was for the violation of 
the Sunday law so-called, the enforce­
ment cf which was vested in the 
municipal officers cf the several 
towns and cities and not in the Com­
missioners of Inland Fish and Game 
as the present law.
Birds of a]T kinds seean to be plen­
tiful, and partridges ought to show 
themselves in large numbers around 
t ie  15th after the mildness of last 
winter.
MOOSE ORDER HAS 
GRAND OUTING
Three Hundred Enjoy the Races 
Games and Dancing
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Greenville, Sept. 1.—-The Independ­
ent Order of .Moose, of Greenville, 
gave a grand outing, Monday, Aug­
ust 30th., on Moose Island, Mooise- 
head Lake. They report that the 
only tiling lacking was the moose 
meat. Baked beans, baked by 
members of the Moose order, on 
Moose Island, Moosehead Lake, and 
ice cream made from Moosehead ice, 
beside all kinds of cake and pastry, 
helped to fill up the vacancy. Eatab­
les all in charge of Past Master 
Moose Chef, Fred Lawless of Green­
ville Junction.
About 390 attended the outing, and 
atl report a very enjoyable time. 
The program consisted of motor boat 
and canoe racing, games and danc­
ing, a fine pavilion having been 
^erected especially for the occasion, 
while Noyes’ orchestra of four pieces 
furnished the music.
In the motor- boat race, Wm. How­
ell of Greenville Jet. won first place 
and Mose Clements, Greenville, sec­
ond.
In the double canoe race, Henry 
Ramsay and John Damon, Greenville, 
first, while Alton Dyer and Robert 
Govern, Greenville Jet., came in sec­
ond.
Long may the Moose live to wand­
er around Moose Island.
Automatic Testing Machine.
The machines turned out by a large 
typewriter manufactory are tested by 
an automatic electrical machine which 
does the work much faster than hu 
man hands.
Suppressing Free^Speech.
It Is a happy fact that attempts to 
Interfere with freedom of speech al­
ways produce a tremendous volume 
of it—New York Evening Post.
Rely on Wind Exclusively.
So steady are the winds at Cura- 
coa that three wireless telegraph sta­
tions depend on windmills to furnish 
their power.
AROUND THE
BELGRADE LAKES
Camp Abena HoldsPartiug Dinner 
Bowling Popular— Lady 
Captures Fine Black Bass
Mrs. James J. Lamptcn, cf Wash­
ington, D. C., summering at the Red 
Oaks Lodge, captured a large black 
bass in Hersum’s Cove .Thursday 
morning, which is almost universally 
regarded as the biggest hass’ caught 
in these lakes for several years. The 
fisth measured 19 inches from head 
to tail and was thick and stocky, 
weighing 4 pounds when Mrs. Lamjp- 
ten landed the fish herself after play­
ing him about ten minutes. His mouth. 
Was torn in several places, showing 
that he had been hooked several 
times before in his long career.. This 
is fortunate as it furnishes an alibi 
to substantiate' the last repent of the 
Belgrade angler—the story about the 
one that got away.
Bowling is still a popular amuse­
ment. A. Rupp, of New York, was 
high man last week with 10S. Nel­
son Hamden holds the high record 
for the Acme alleys of 128. The 
management has announced that the 
movies will keep open until the 15th 
of September.
Tihe month of August has been 
quite profitable for ail three hotels. 
After Labor Day, a general exodus is 
expected.
The beautiful moonlight evenings 
have been a source of keen enjoy­
ment to all who love Belgrade’s 
| charms. Parties of girls from Camp 
Abena have been taking horseback 
rid.es at twilight lately and return­
ing by the moonl.iglht in time for 
taps.
The boy s from Camp Merry weath­
er, Mrs. Laura E. Richard’s camp 
situated on Horse Point, passed 
through town Thursday on a canoe 
trip.
The heavy rains of this suimimer 
have been appreciated by til© motor­
boat enthusiasts if not by the 
farmers. The water in Great Lake 
is at the highest level for this seas­
on of year than it has been for some 
time, and the most pretentious of 
tlie power boats here find no trouble 
in navigating through the stream to 
the town.
Tihe fishing has been steadily good. 
The biggest trout of the season was 
caugiht last week by Dr. Wilson in 
Long Lake, a handsome square-tail 
weighing 11 pounds. Schools of white 
perch are numerous in Great Lake, 
and nearly all the anglers are bring­
ing them in every day. The White 
Ledges, the east side of Hoyt’s Is­
land, and the west side of Allen 
Point seem to be the most frequent­
ed sip©ts for perch.
\Nearly all of the fishermen have 
noted tihe appearance of a new fish 
in Belgrade 'Lakes tl ds year, the 
yellow perch. They seem to be 
plentiful around the bogs and marsh­
es and are ail very small. about tihe 
size cf a smelt. They are used 
extensively at present for trout bait.
Many of the older summer resi­
dents are viewing with apprehension 
the advent of the speed-boat craze 
which lias overwhelmed other re­
sorts like Lake Sunaipee. E. H.
Barnes of New York has just put an­
other speed-boat in the water, which 
E. V. Sole has been building for him 
all summer. It is smaller than the 
“ E. H. B.,” but is equipped with a 
three cylinder motor and is capable 
of making 20 miles an hour. The 
“ E. H, B.” has made as higfh speed as 
30 miles per hour. Mr. Barnes is 
having a new boatthous'e built in the 
stream near the bridge.
The hotel season is approachinig 
the end. The management of the 
Red Oaks Lodge has announced 
Sept. 15 as the dosing date. Overa 
100 people have been accommodated 
at the Lodge at different times dur- 
, ing the month of August.
A farewell dinner marked the end 
of the ninth season of Camp Abena 
Monday evening. The girls sat 
down to dinner at quarter of five,
ARRIVALS AT THE 
WEBSTER CAMPS
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Kckadjo, Me., Sept. 1.—Following 
is a list of the guests at Webster’s 
camps, Big Lyl'ord Pond, Piscataquis 
county: June 22—-Francis S. Cobb,
John D, Sullivan, Boston, Mass.; 
July 13—Dr. Hayward Stetson, Ban­
gor, Me.; July 10—W. H. Mitchell, 
F. H. Williams, Springfield, Mass.; 
July 20—Miss N. M. Miel, Philadel­
phia, Penn.; Mrs. D. -McN. Stauffer, 
Yonkers, N. Y.; R. E. Marshall, 
Chas. J. Miel, Hartford, Conn.; July 
21—Sumner R. Hooper, Kineo, Me.; 
CarlL. Ward, “Brookline, Mass.; Ro­
bert H. Atwater, Chicago, 111.; Alan 
Baker, New York City; Francis D. 
KaJley, Jamaica/ Plains, Mass.; Roy 
Gardner, Providence, R. I.; Philip S. 
Hesseltine, Brookline, Mass.; Howard 
L. Newell, West Carroltown, O.; Har­
ry M. Rounds, Ridgewood, N. J.; 
Frank S. Peddle, Philadelphia, Pa.; 
Frederick W. Hilles, Harry S. Vil­
la rd, New York Cily; July 22—'Sarah 
F. Miel, Marguerite Miel, Florence 
Mi'el, Mrs. E. DeF. Miel, Mrs. Nana 
Garity, July 22—E; F. Miel, Hart­
ford, Conn.; August 2—Dr. and Mrs. 
II. W. Haley, Wellesley Hills, Masts.; 
August 3—N. H. Cor den, Brookline, 
Mass.; Samuel Grcldstcme, Springfield, 
Mass.
July 21—Mr. and' Mrs. Joseph Cor­
son, Wm. Hobart Porter, Dr. F. P. 
.Willard, Philadelphia, Pa.; August 5—t 
Mjssi Carolina Spur!ing, Bangor, Me.; 
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Palmer, Miss 
Frances L. Palmer, Cleveland, Ohio 
Richard Wright, Cambridge, Mass.
sang their favorite camp songs, made 
speeches and talked over tilieir good 
times until the warning honk from 
the waiting ’buses told them that
train time was apP'roachdng. The
New' York party left on the 7.21 train 
Monday evening, and the Boston party 
on several trains Tuesday. Mr. and 
Mrs. A. E. Lambert, Miss Hortense 
Hersuan and Miss Rilla Hersum, the 
directors of the camp, will stay at 
Red Oaks Lodge until after Labor 
Day.
When the 7.21 train for New York 
pulled cut of Belgrade station Tues­
day night in two sections, with, sev­
en parlor cars cm eaoh, the summer 
camp seascai at Belgrade Lakes was 
brought to a close. Catmp Abena, 
Camp Belgrade and Pine Island 
Camp, had delegations leaving on 
tlais train, and many of the hotel 
guests left on it also. Till© station 
platform was piled higfh. with trunks 
and it required nearly 10 minutes to 
load them all on the baggage cars.
WQiale not attaining to the most 
confident expectations, this season 
has been generally agreed to be 
much better than the two previous 
ones. For one long period during 
the month of August, accommodat­
ions at the three hotels were not 
to be had and many townspeople 
were obliged to take in roomers; tihe 
guides have nearly all been busy, a 
condition which is due to the ex­
cellent fishing ail summer. Tihe 
screen placed in the stream by the 
Great Pond Association has helped 
considerably to keep the fisli in Grea 
lake. The camp season has been 
characterized by great activity, base­
ball, basketball, all kinds of water 
sports, and while the big meter boat 
regatta, which was planned, did not 
materialize, several impromptu races 
were held which furnished much en­
joyment and rivalry.
The stormy weather of Monday 
brought one of the largest gather­
ings cf the season to the Acme 
bowling alleys, and competition for 
this week’s prizes was especially 
keen.
The real reason for the increased 
interest is undoubtedly due to a 
new system cf awarding the prizes, 
which has been inaugurated this week 
for the first time. Tine two ladies’ 
prizes will hereafter be awarded, 
one to the best string made by a 
■summer visitor, the otiher to the 
best string mad© by a resident of 
the town. The ladies have not 
taken so much interest in the sport 
before this, because two residents of 
the town have secured the prizes 
week after week throughout the sum­
mer.
The prize winners for last week 
have not yet been determined, be­
cause three or more have been tied 
iu every class and all of the “ roll 
offs” have not yet been completed.
ALL DAY PICNIC 
AT HAINES’ POINT
Some Good Fish Recorded—Invita­
tion Dance Enjoyed
(Special Correspondence.)
Mountain View House, Rangeley 
Lake, August 29.—The close of sum­
mer finds this hotel full and the last 
party to arrive have taken rooms for 
the night in the guides’ house. A 
number of parties returned home the 
past week and others plan to go 
this, while a number have engaged 
rooms for the September days.
The many old friends of H. F. 
Holloway of Montclair, N. J., were 
glad ‘to .greet him when he came this 
week to join iliis wife and daughter 
for a two weeks’ stay.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Beinj. B. 
Bryan of New York, who are here 
for ian 'extended stay, were this week 
joined by Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. 
Reynolds, their daughter, Miss Mar­
ion and son, Arthur Reynolds of Win­
chester, Mass., who came in their 
touring car for a stay of several 
days.
Mr. and Mrs. W, J. McLaughlin 
and family of Philadelphia, who are 
spending several weeks in the big 
camp are entertaining Henry B. 
Grandin of Washington, D. C.
Dr. and Mrs. H, J. Frederick, Miss 
Myra R. Webber and Mrs. Hattie 
Tibbetts of Augusta were here for 
the week-end coming across country 
by automobile.
A. H. Travist of New York is one 
r f the new comers who is so much 
pleased with Mountain View he will 
remain.
Messrs. G. F. Heilpirim of Wash­
ington, D. C., and -F. Franklin of 
New Yo:k, who three years ago came 
on a walking trip through the White 
Mountains, again hiked it across 
country and spent part of the wreek 
here for a rest.
On Tuesday Marcellus McLaughlin 
and Mrs. Arthur Sylvester arranged 
for an all day picnic at Haines  ^
Point. It was a jolly party of the 
following persons, guests cf the hotel 
who in motor boats left the wharf 
at 10 o ’clock; 'Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Sylvester, Master Arthur, Miss Doris 
Sylvester, Mrs. W. J. McLaughlin, 
Miss Jane and Marcellus McLaugh­
lin, Rev. ad Mrs. iS. M. Paulson, Ber- 
trice and Queenie Haden, Stewart 
Rouilatt, Edwin and Robert Lewis, 
Miss Harriet, Dad, William and Stan­
ley Barnhart, Miss BLhel Belles, 
Roy Hawkins, Miss Emiline Hawkins, 
Howard Weis, Arthur Sayer, Gilbert 
Fry, Miss Margaret Markes, Miss Jan 
nette Holloway. Such an out-of-doors 
feast as they had-' Never were 
steaks more deliciously cooked than 
by Stewmrt Rcllett, and the boys 
from Michigan surely know the art cf 
living in the open. There was a 
ball game and the day was crowded 
with fun and 5 o’clock and the home­
ward trip came all too soon.
T. S. Rowlett cf Birockline, Mass., 
to-day joined his wife and son for the 
remainder of vacation days.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank A. Delabarre 
and daughter, Miss Katherine of 
Brookline, Mass., this afternoon mot­
ored from Eustis to make a short 
stay here on their way home.
Dr. and Mrs. Addison W. Baird of 
New York are enjoying their canoe 
and one day this week paddled to 
Rangeley and return.
Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Shaurman of 
Brooklyn, N. Y., are welcomed ‘ on 
their annual trip to Mountain View.
E. H. Moore, Mrs. M. A. Marker, 
Jr., and daughter, Miss Margaret, 
after a happy stay of several weeks, 
said “ good-bye until 1916” ad left 
for their home in Brookline, Mass., 
on Friday. ' s
Saturday evening a very enjoyable 
invitation dance was given in ' the 
big parlor and the young folks kept 
time to the music of the orchestra 
until a late hour. Punch was served 
and all had a fine time.
Mr. and Mbs. W. W. Walker of 
Hartford, Conn., after a six weeks’ 
stay left for home on Saturday, 
first going to Kineo for a short stay. 
All hope they will return for another 
season at this cha,rming spot on the 
lake shone. x _
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. R. Allen cf 
Philadelphia and Pete the dog left 
ten days ago, going by canoe across 
the lakes to Middle Dam. From there 
their canoe was taken over to Sun­
day Cove and they crossed fell© Utm- 
bagog and went up to Sawyer lake. 
They returned here Wednesday re­
porting a great trip and yesterday in, 
their auto started homeward.
Word comes by “ wireless”  that 
Mrs, Eugene Waiters nee Charlotte 
Walker was the onjy lucky angler 
to-day and has caught a Salmon of 
over four pounds weight. ‘ ‘Fisher­
man Hawrkins” records a 3% pound 
salmon and A. C. Sayer of New 
Vork a pair of salmon weighing 3% 
pounds and 3% pounds, and good 
catches cn the fly have been made 
at Quimby Pond the last week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W, Lafrentz and 
party of Brooklyn, Y., who came 
by motor are so much pleased with * 
this their first visit they plan to 
tarry for several days.
Picnic parties, excursions up Ken-/ 
nebago stream and to Saddleback 
Mountain, a«ne now being arranged 
and ail that is wanted to start the 
crowrd in all directions is a few of 
the good old fashioned Rangeley days 
of sunshine.
DINNER DANCE SOCIAL EVENT 
(Continued from page one.)
to his home in Buffalo, N. Y. These . 
boys are great favorites and have 1 
added much to the happiness and 
social life of a large number of ’ 
friends at this hotel whose best' 
wishes for success go with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Schek, Jr., of 
New York were week-end guests.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Crehore and 
daughter, Miss Sybil Crehore of Bos­
ton, who are annual September guests. 
were greeted by old friends on their 
arrival this week. If there are any 
ducks and partridge around Mr. Cre- ’I 
hore will be sure to find them.
W. H. Browning of New York join- ! 
ed his family on Friday.
A. J,. August of St. Joseph, Mo., ! 
and L. A. Rosenbusih of Boston spent 
Sunday at this hotel.
Raymond Hall Noble of New Y’ork 
is here for several weeks’ stay.
Mr, and Mrs. Ralph Rosenhemii and 
Mrs. L. S. Ran cf Paterson, N. J.* 1 
are spending ten days here while 
motoring through Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Conway of New 
York are enjoying a short stay here.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. SHiults and 
Mrs. J. F. Dixon were New Yorkers 
who were here for the week-end.
Mrs. H. R. Hoff and Miss Grin- 
nell of Newark, N. J., remain for 
part of September.
Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Heffiey • and 
Miss Heffiey Mr. and Mrs. R. Stro- 
bridge of Brooklyn, N. Y.t motored 
through the White Mountains and 
are spending a week here.
Thcauas Earl White and son of 
Philadelphia, J. F. MteCall and Miss 
Anna McCall of New York were here 
for part of the week.
There are among the many guests 1 
at this popular hotel, a large num- 4 
her who are happy to have found a 
place wdieane they are free from hay 
fever, and one gentleman said, “ It is 
the first time for several years I 
have been free from a hay fever 
sneeze, I came early and plan to • 
stay until tihe hotel closes.”
These cocil nights are what will 1 
make the fishing better and scon 5 
some will exchange their golf sticks j 
for fishing rods.
Frederick Skinner, the Boston ang- « 
ler had good sport with a 7-p©und 1 
salmon yesterday, that still lives for 1 
someone else to angle for.
On© of the delightful social events 
of the season was the dinner dance 
given Wednesday evening by ' two 
New York young ladies, Miss Mar­
garet McElroy and Miss Dorothy 
Duryer. The two large tables in 
the dining room were handsomely de­
corated and tlie place cards were 
unique and 35 young people in even­
ing costume made a pretty picture. 
After dinner, came the merry dance 
in the casino until the midnight 
hour.
Horseback riding as well as driv­
ing and motoring over the hills these 
perfect days is a popular pastime.
Miss Marian Spear gave a hand­
some cup for tlie Ladies’ Golf Tour­
nament that was won by Miss Ruth 
Eisenhower.
Miss Ruth Napier won a gold van­
ity Tbox at the putting contest.
Following the Obstacle putting con­
test Mrs. A. Adams and Mirs. C. King 
gave a tea in the big parlor.
The Friday driving contest on the 
golf links, the cup given by Miss 
Anne Schafer was won by Wnn. 
Castle.
As many of the golfers are soon . 
to return home and others have gone, 
while many will continue to play, 
the tournaments for this season are ' 
over.
CLASSIFIED
One cant a woa-d in advance. No headline oc 
other display. Subjects in it, b. c, order
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young, 
gound, acclimated horses. Both heavy 
and light. ’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
Phillips, Me.
FINISH A TEN 
DAYS’ CANOE TRIP
Many People Taking this Popular 
90 Miles of Canoeing
FOR SALE—Desirable Incuse lots in 
Phillips.. Address Maine ‘Woods.
WANTED— Washings. Will call for 
and deliver them. Mrs. F. King, 
Box 39, Phillips, Me.
LOST—String of amethyst rosary 
beads with gold cross, on Blake HiLl, 
Phillips, Sunday. Suitable reward. 
Mrs. Daniel Delley, Rangeley.
FOR SALE—Bay mare, Lady Belle 
by Belle Buckle by Bow Belle, 2.19%. 
Dam, Lena C. by Bugwood. 8 years 
old, 15^ hands high, 960 lbs. Sound, 
kind, very fast pacer. Gees with 
boots. Come and see her work at 
fair grounds. Will sell at big bar­
gain as I have two in sdow classes. 
C. S. Robbins, at fair grounds dur­
ing fair.
FOR SALE—Hatree, office chair, 
bed and other furniture. Lot cf tools 
for wood and iron. Chains, jack 
screws, tool chests. J. M. Teague, 
Phillips.
A CALF MOOSE 
MAIN ATTRACTION
Philadelphia Man Lands A Twelve 
Pound Togue
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Libby’s Gamp®, Munsungun Lake, 
Sept. 1.—Everybody is happy at
(Special to -Maine Woods.)
Greenville, Sept. 1.—A. M. Gold­
berg, M. S. Rosenthal, Malcolm Levi, 
A. L. Stern, P. Tishman, Percival 
Levy, Harold Rosenthal and J. A. 
Healy of the boys camp “Anroscog- 
gin” , Wayne, Maine, in charge of L. 
R. \Perkins, registered guide, cf Dex­
ter, Maine, has just finished a ten 
days’ canoe trip around what is 
known as the “ Little Allegash Trip,” 
starting and finishing at North East 
Carry.
This popular canoe trip is one a 
great many people are making this 
season. Starting from North East 
Carry, Moosehead Lake, you go down 
the West Branch ,to Chesuncook 
Lake, up Caumogomic stream to the 
lake of the saime name, up Sis stream) 
to Round pond, across the Allegash 
carry, 3 miles by team, to Allegash 
Lake, down Allegash stream !to 
Chamberlain lake, up Mud brook to 
Mud pond, across the Mud pond car­
ry, 2 miles by team, to UmbazookstuS 
lake, down Umbazooksois stream to 
Chesuncook lake and thence up the 
West Branch to North East Carry 
again. . ,-n
The distance is about 90 miles in­
cluding the two carries, and if one 
has the time and the inclination, side 
trips of interest may be made at al­
most any point of the journey, while 
the main thorofare itself affords 
many fine trout waters. The canoe­
ing is usually good all. the way a­
round, and the scenery beautiful, 
with an abundance o f game all along 
the route.
Libby’s camps, where the culinary 
department, under the careful man­
agement of Mr. and Mrs. George 
Littlefield and their two charming 
daughters, Jennie and Pearl, is ail 
that it should be. Th4re the guest 
is sure to have liis trout just the 
right shade of brown and tihe flap­
jacks flapped at just the rigtot 
time—But beware of Miss Pearl’s 
practical jokes.
• Mr. M, P. Morgan of Philadelphia 
recently landed a 12-pound togue, a 
handspme specimen, caught in Mun- 
sungun Lake. M,aster Dick Wood, 
10 years odd, caught a 5% pound 
togue, and Master Fred Robinson, 11 
years old, a iy2 lb. square tail. Fish­
ing in the lake and surrounding 
iponds and streams has been excep-' 
tionally good this season.
Recent guests at these camps in­
clude: Mr. and Mrs. Owen Roberts
and daughter, M. P. Morgan, Phila­
delphia, Pa.; Ch&s. Tyhune, Haken- 
sack, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Lee 
Huntington, Lee, Conn.; M. P. 
Sharpels and family of Penn.; Howard 
James, Bristol, Conn.; Dr. and Mrs. 
Meeker a>nd Mr. and Mrs. Bowen, 
New York.
A calf moose seems to be the main 
attraction at camp just now; the 
little fellow seems to he all alone in 
the world, and has about decided to 
make friends with the people at- the 
camps, wh’hre he comes for the po­
tato parings. He has also posed 
several times for Mr. Vance, tihe 
camp photographer.
William F. Nye is the great­
est authority on refined oils in the 
■world. He was the first bottler; has 
the largest business and NYOJL 
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called 
oil. Use NYOIL on everything 
where a light oil needed. It pre­
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica­
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on 
our firearms and your rod. You will 
nd it by far the best. Hardware and 
sporting goods dealers sell it in large 
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and 
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made bv
WM. F. NYE, 7
New Bedford, Mass. .
AGAIN THE TYPE 
GETS US IN WRONG
Operator and Proof Reader Should 
Share the Honor(?)
Woe be unto the operator. We 
have trussed him up and shot him 
full of holes. We have put him in 
a dead fall and sent his hide to be 
tanned all because of a mistake. In 
last week’s issue the operator, to 
whom, all the above and aforesaid 
things happened* at the order of the 
editor, who has been tearing has 
hair and saying things (for use only 
when your flies catch, in the alders) 
got a speck in his eye and read 
Sebec, Sebago, and seme perfectly 
good items from Packard’s Camp, 
Sebec Lake were spoiled. The proof 
reader should have come in for a 
part of the editor’s cross fire too, 
but sihe is a perfect lady and .he 
d’dn’t have the nerve.
MANY PARTIES
TAKING TRIP
In a recent communication from 
Howard Wood of Greenville, chief 
warden of -Piscataquis county, who 
has just returned from a trip to the 
Allegash waters, with John Flint one 
of his deputies, says that in all his 
trips he has never seen so many 
parties as* are taking trips at present. 
They counted 127 deer, one moose 
and a white 6-point buck.
Staple Food of Costa Rica.
Rice is one of the most importanl 
articles of food used in Costa Rica. 11 
is eaten at least twice a day by everj 
inhabitant of the republic. The pei 
capita consumption of rice in Costs 
Rica is thus at least 100 pounds 8 
year, and the total amount of rice con 
sumed is 30,000,000 pounds a year.
Cossacks.
The Cossacks are the rough riders 
of Europe. As the cowboys of the 
American plains and the Guachos of 
the pampas, the Cossacks are an in­
tensely interesting, wild, free, plain 
folk, who live in the saddle in the 
open places and whose rough democ­
racy is the expression of the same 
naive, rudimentary culture as that oi 
their new world brothers-in-spirit.
S U B S C R IB E  N O W  FOR MAINE  
W O O D S . $1.00 A Y E A R .
FOU R I T A L IA N S  D E P A R T  FOR  
W A R .
(Continued from page one.;
New York City are for several weeks 
enjoying log cabin life here at Bem- 
is.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Scaf of New 
York have returned home after a 
pleasant stay of two weeks.
G. W. Cosey of Philadelphia, with 
a party of nine men from Camp Ken­
nebec, Belgrade, last week made a 
short stay on their way for a trip 
to the different places in the Ran- 
geleys.
Miss Helen A. Ginna cf New 
York enjoyed last week in camp at 
Bemis.
\ Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Depero and 
party of eight from West Bloomfield, 
Mich., came in their touring cars 
as far as Errol, N. H., then cros­
sed the lakes and came over here 
to spend Sunday in a log cabin.
Mrs. S. A. Rosanko and son, Paul 
of Hartford, Conn., who have been 
here for a week, are now at The 
Birolies.
. Miss Maude A. Silver of Lynn, 
Mass., has for two weeks been visit­
ing her aunt, Miss Jessie O’Neil.
Otis Everett of tlie Winslow Skate 
Mfg. Co., and son, Louis and Henry 
Holland of Worcester, Mass., who 
have been coming here for years, 
find no better place to pass their 
vacation than in one of these log 
cabins.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Adams of New 
York have returned home after a 
stay of two weeks. Every day they 
went fishing and always trolled or 
cast the fly, and if they did not 
land any over 2 pounds they made 
up in number as they always came 
in with a good catch of trout and 
salmon with which they supplied 
the table. t
D. Frond and daughter are among 
these Who spent most of August 
here.
When the train came in last 
Thursday night 40 New York girls in 
charge of Allen G. Roland from 
Tripp Lake Girls’ Camip, Poland, ar­
rived and spent the night here at 
Bemis. If anyone thought these 
girls had not learned the art of 
camping they were mistaken. They 
were dressed in short khaki bloom­
ers, heavy tramping boots and each 
carried her own rolled blanket. They 
could have a sound sleep roiled up 
in their blankets on the ground or 
the floor of the camp or piazza 
and the little incidents of outdoor 
life did not trouble them, for they 
always had a joke and a smile. Fri­
day morning with guides Charles 
Record and Will Lufkin they took 
the steamboat “Florence Barker” 
for a sail up the lake and in tlie 
afternoon were landed by the old 
lumber camps, where the wood chop­
pers camped not far from Wildwood 
last winter. Here they spout the 
night and even the white frost and 
the cold wave that recorded only 
38 degrees above zero did not in the 
least prevent them from having a 
jolly good time and keeping the 
guides busy making hot coffee and 
cooking enough for the morning 
feast. They came hack on the noon 
steamboat, took the afternoon train 
for Poland and the cheers they gave 
told cf the good time they had. 
When will there he a much needed 
girls’ camp somewhere here in the 
Rangeleys?
AT who land here at Bemis greatly 
admire the many beautiful flowers 
which this season bloom in perfusion 
all about tihe camps. The “Trask 
poppy bed” is a mass cf brilliant 
colors, while around the rock tihe dif­
ferent flowers all add to tihe beauty 
of this corner of the Maine wilder­
ness.
THE PLEASURE^
Of an Occasional Trip to
PORTLAND
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a 
Home During Your Stay.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern 
House In the City, With All Conven­
iences Including Hot and Cold Running 
Water and Local and Long Distance 
Telephone in All Rooms. *
Just a step from Monument Square
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable. 
Take the "Jitney’ or Munjoy Hill car ftom 
Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates SI.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMEL.FJN, 
Proprietors.
MOOSE TURNED 
HIS HAIR WHITE
“ T have often been asked what 
turned my hair to white,” said Mil­
lard Hays, the veteran guide, the 
other day to a Saranac Lake report­
er. It was killing a big moose with 
22-shot cartridges.
“A number of years ago Harry 
Downs and hi.s father and myself 
went to Canada to spend the winter 
trapping and to look the country 
over, for I had heard a good deal a­
bout the Canadian wilds, the unbrok­
en forest for miles, where no wihite 
man had ever been, the virgin forest, 
the great tall pines; and it was this 
trip that caused my hair to turn gray 
so young. ,
“We had been there quite a little 
while and had our cabin built and 
everything in good shape for winter; 
all our supplies near the cabin and 
everything in siliip-shape when the 
first fall of snow came. I had heard 
some great stories from Harry about 
the moose and the partridges in that 
(lonely country, and I found out soon 
he had made no mistake in what lie 
said, I had brought with me a 22 
nnd a 38-56 rifle, one for partridge 
and one for moose.
“One morning I started out witfh 
the 22, and Harry said to me, ‘Where 
are you going with the pop-gun? If 
you should see a moose, good-bye tc> 
you1’ ‘I am not going for moo-se 
to-day, partridges are good enough 
for me,’ I said, and started out. I 
had not gone far before I commenc­
ed to see plenty of partridges, also 
some moose tracks. I thought of 
what Hairy tcild me, so I went an­
other way, fey the moose were very 
dangerous at that time of the year,
I had not gone more than a mile 
further before I commenced to sheet, 
for I had run right into a big flock 
of birds, and it was not long before 
I had my sack full cw at least full 
enough for the time being, 6o I start­
ed hack fer camp. I had not taken 
more than a few steps when there 
in front of me stood one of the larg­
est hub! moose I ever saw.
"I looked at him and he looked at 
me. This was the first one I had 
met, and to think it was thius to be, 
face to face with a moose with noth­
ing but a 22 and 22-shot cartridges! I 
thought of what Harry had told me 
and I thought of home and I thought 
of my friends, and my hair commenc 
J^d bo raise so I could feel my hat 
lift. I looked for a tree that had a 
limb low down, so that I could reach 
it, hut nothing like it, and I saw he 
was getting very uneasy and would 
come at me soon. It was no use to 
jshcot him with that little gun. I
tii ought, it would only make him 
worse.
“ I had noticed a very large pine 
tree that had fallen and lay about 
two feet from the ground, so I 
thought if I could reach that and get 
under it perhaps I could keep out of 
his way and Harry would perhaps 
come and look for me. So I started 
and Mr, Moose started the same 
time.
“ There was another time luck was 
with me, for, as I went under, his 
great antlers went whack against tihe 
pine with such force that it almost 
took him off iliis feet. I began to 
feel better and my hair -began to set­
tle down and as lie commenced to 
paw and try to get me Nvitib his 
hoofs .1 crawled cut the other side. 
He saw me and tike a flash he was 
on the other side, too, as fine a 
jump as I ever saw. Of course, 
back to side number one I went, so 
back he jumped and back I went to 
side number two. A thought came 
to me to try the 22; perhaps he 
would get sick and leave me, so. 
every time he jumped the log I would 
fire at him.
“ I could see bleed running down 
his side and I thought if I could 
only kill him with a 22, yybat a story 
it would make if I should ever live 
to get home. All at once he lay 
down and tried to kick me out from 
under the log. Every chance I got 
I would let him have a shot and after 
a while I noticed he was not kicking 
sc hard as at first and not so often 
and I could hear him breathe in a 
way that made me believe he was 
badly hurt. Finally he stepped kick­
ing and I could not hear him breathe 
at all, hut I waited and soon I heard 
some one call my name. It was 
Harry.
“ ‘Come out from under the log,’ 
lie called, ‘for the mocse has made 
his last kick.’ As I crawled out, he 
said, ‘For God’s sake, your hair is as 
white as a sheet" ‘If you had seen 
it when I went under tlie log, you 
would have seen it on end,’ I said.
“ He told me that when he had 
heard me shooting &o many times he 
had come as fast as he would to 
see what was tihe matter. This was 
the way I shot my first moose and 
I thought it would be my last.”
Peter Stuyvesant’s Tree.
A pear tree was brought, in 1647 or 
1665, to the Bowery, New York, then 
called Bouwerie, by Peter Stuyvesant, 
and planted on the spot which is now 
the northeast corner of Thirteenth 
street and Third avenue. It bore fruit 
for 200 years, after which it was cut 
down. A cross-section may be seen in 
the New York Historical society 
building.
SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR MAINE 
WOODS. $1.00 A YEAR.
MAINE WOODS
Conducts a first class job printing department 
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
W h y  not l e t  u s  H e l p  
y o u  w ith  y o u r  
a d v e r t i s i n g ?
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders, 
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples, 
dummies and prices on request.
J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS, MAINE
UPPERDAM WINS 
FROM MIDDLEDAM
Other News Notes From Lakewood 
Camps.
(Special Correspondence.)
Lakewood Camps, Middle Dam, 
August 28.—With the hotel and 
camps packed and the one neighbor 
at Middle Dam kindly offering a 
room to the stranger who came at 
night across the carry, tells of the 
business being done at this far away 
corner of the Rangeleys, at the side 
of Wellokennebacock Lake.
At this early hour the automobile 
is at the door waiting to take a 
party over the five-mile carry to 
Sunday Cove, where a special boat 
will be ready to cross Umbagog Lake
Word came from the Balsams yes­
terday that “never was there such 
a crowd at Dixville Notch, even the 
winter annex was opened to accom­
modate the travelers.”
Since the rain is over the roads 
have quickly dried up, and automo­
biles from the different states are 
now touring the White Mountains.
Everyone is glad to welcome H. 
L. Norris of Lynn,\Mass., who .as 
usual the next morning after his 
arrival brought in a good sized sal­
mon. Alfred S. Wliittemore of Med­
ford, Mass., is with him for his first 
visit to this country.
Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. P. M. Berry of 
Jersey City, who have been enjoying 
life at this delightful spot for the 
past nine weeks, a month ago were 
joined by their daughter and hus­
band, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Gaston an 
son, Master Robert B. Gaston and 
Mr. Gaston’s sister, Mrs. E. C. Ward 
and friend, Mrs, W. B. Warhurst of 
Passaic, N. J. On Monday Mr. and 
Mrs. W. T. Gaston and son, John 
Gaston of the same city joined them 
for a few days and are to go home 
via Dixville Notch.
W. V. Lyons of Boston and Miss 
Sarah M. Wales of Woonsocket, R. 
1., have returned for another extend­
ed stay at Middle Dam.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Mead of Green­
wich, Conn., who for two weeks have 
been in the bungalow are expecting 
their, son to-day for the remainder cf 
their stay.
' Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Rapelje of 
Brooklyn, N. Y., Miss Collins of New 
York, Miss Sawyer of Portland, A. 
O. Adams of Manchester, N. H., H. 
W, and H. J. Herrick of Lawrence, 
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Hazen of 
Brookline, Mass., E. G. Hathaway, 
Boston, Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Smith of 
Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. 
Thompson of Harrisburg, Penn., Mr. 
and Mrs. James D. Fessendson of 
New York are among those who wen 
over to Sunday Cove and made the 
trip through the White Mountains 
the past week.
Wednesday Upper Dam ball team 
came down here and won the game 
from the Middle Dam beys with a 
o-core of 20 to 14. It W'as an excit­
ing game and everyone helped it a­
long with cheers that were said to b 
heard at the head of the lake.
Nothing Better
than bread and b utter- 
when the bread is made 
from William Tell Flour.
Nothing more wholesome, 
either, or a better food for 
growing children, because 
William Tell is made from 
Ohio Red W inter Wheat, 
richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a special process, 
William Tell goes farther. More 
loaves to the sack in addition to 
wonderful bread makingqualities.
C2B
W illiam  T ell 
F lou r
©. H. McKenzie Trading Co. 
Phillips, Main*.
On Monday evening Miss Rita 
Jones of Waterbury, Conn., gave a 
farewell party to the “ Major of Mid­
dle Dam,” G. W. Mixter, Jr., alias 
“ Big George.” A progressive five- 
hundred, followed by stories around 
the camp fire afforded a most en­
joyable evening.-"
The jolly party of beys, Bill Cz, 
Ed Jones, G. W, Mixter, Jr., and C 
C. Van Roden, with George and Fred 
York guides, have returned from a 
trip to Metailluc Pond where they 
saw' thirty deer. For details read 
“A Night in the Maine Woods” by 
G. W. Mixter, Jr., to be published 
later.
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Guild of Provi­
dence, R. I., have returned home, 
after a week’s pleasant stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. McGhee of 
New York have returned for another 
season in Camp Satisfaction.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Westerve.lt cf 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., are greatly en­
joying this their first visit to Mid­
dle Dam, ■ Wm. Sargent is their 
guide and they have had good fly 
fishing a number of iy2 and 2-pound 
salmon ey brought in this week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Salt of Mont­
clair, N. J., are intertaining at their 
camp on Umbagog Lake, Mr. and 
Mrs; H. A. Halligon, their daughter, 
Miss Myra B. and son, Master Kim­
ball o£ Montclair, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Klett of 
New Britain, Conn., are here for a 
month’s stay.
M .^ and Mrs. F. Schierr and nep­
hew of Fajardo,' Porto Rico, after a 
delightful stay of several weeks -here 
in the Maine wilder ness, are now 
at Long Island for a few weeks be­
fore they sail for home.
Miss Jessie D. Alexander of Wey­
mouth, Mass., said good-bye con Mon­
day, having greatly enjoyed her stay 
of two weeks. /
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Allen 
are entertaining their daughter, Mrs. 
Nath. B. French and two children of 
Levant and old friends are happy to 
greet her after an absence of five 
years.
Although a number are to leave 
this week others are coming and if 
the pleasant weather continues there 
will be more people at these camps 
than were ever before entertained in 
September.
Ncnnan south transept, which is in­
scribed with the name of Izaak Wal­
ton.
‘ ‘There rests that prince of fisher­
men, and if the whole kingdom, had 
been sought for the most fitting spot 
of burial for him, none could have 
been found more fitting than this. 
Is it not in the neighborhood of that 
beautiful River Itdhen, whose water 
is so transparent that it looks rather 
like condensed air, and in which Inis 
beloved trout sail about as plain to 
the eye as the birds are on tihe 
boughs that overhang it? Is it not 
by that sweet valley in which he de­
lighted, and in that solemn minister 
that he loved, a.nd by that daughter 
that he loved still more, and amid 
tiie haunts of those bishops' and piou 
men whom he venerated, that the 
good old disciple not only of Christ, 
but of Andrew and Peter, and of all 
sacred fishermen, rests? Peace 
and lasting honor to him!
“ Great thanks should we owe him 
had the never left us any other sen­
timent than that wihi-db he penned 
down where he heard the nightingales 
singing as he sat angling: ‘Lord,
what music hast thou provided for 
the saints in (heaven when thou af- 
fordest bad men sudh music on 
earth?’ ”
In Winchester Cathedral also rests 
the remains of Jane Austen, nove­
list; King Egbert, King Canute, King 
Edmund and other ancient kings and 
famous personages.
PROVISION
DEPARTMENT
A Few Suggestions to Help You 
on Your Camping Trip.
THE FATHER 
, OF FISHING
Izaak Walton is buried in the floor 
cf Prior Silkstede’s Chapel in the 
cathedral at Winchester, England. 
Father Izaak’s tomb is the one that 
appeals most intimately to the gen­
eral visitor to the- cabhedra.1.
Henry C. Shelley thfus describes 
the Walton grave and its environ­
ment: “ A slab of black marble
marks the resting place of Izaak 
Walton. That childlike old man, 
with the ruddy cheek and laughing 
eye, as Hazlitt imagined him, had 
no greater pleasure than to journey 
peacefully from parsonage to dean­
ery or bishop’s palace, and could he 
have chosen the roof under whicih 
he wras to breathe his last he would 
have made no complaint that it 
should be that of his son-in-law, the 
prebendary of Winchester.
“ And so it came to pass that it 
wras under that roof, witihin easy hail 
of his beloved river Itdhen, he pen- 
ne'" his will and laid him down to 
die. When Ms quiet funeral, ‘free 
from all ostentation or charge,’ took 
place in this tiny chapel, none of 
the sorrowing mourners saw the 
fresco which now' adorns its walls.
“ Its subject is the calling of Peter, 
who, in an attitude of fear, holds 
firmly to the prow of !h.is boat. Fifty 
years ago the existence of that pic­
ture was unknown; but now that it 
has been uncovered, it is natural to 
reflect upon the pleasure Walton 
would have taken in (having his last 
chamber adorned with a fresco so 
suggestive of his own gentile art. For 
he was never weary of exalting angl­
ing, for the reason that ‘for four of 
His apostles Christ chose fishermen, 
whom he never reproved for their 
calling.’ ”
William, Ilowitt, in his' admirable 
work entitled “Visits to Remarkable 
Places,” describes the Walton tomb 
as follows: “ If we Quad quitted Win 
Chester Cathedral without paying a 
visit to the (grave of one of the 
best and most cheerful-hearted old 
men who rest in it we should fluave 
committed a grave, fault. No, we 
stood on the stone in the floor of 
Prior Sillcstede Chapel in the old
THE ANGLER AND THE FISHER­
MAN.
“ It is the belief of Acker that 
hand-fine fishing is as good as if not 
better than the rod and reel kind.” '— 
Wandering Angler, New York Press, 
August 17.
Hand-line fishing, though the Tuna 
Angling Club of Santa Catalina Is­
land, Califorhiia, is bound to the use 
of light rods and fine reels and 
tells us hand-lines are unsportsman­
like and detremental to the public 
interest, is good—Christ and His 
disciples sanctioned it—but to say 
it is as good as or better than rod 
and reel fishing is not convincing.
The scoffer can’t condemn angling 
in praising mere fishing with any 
more reason than he might proclaim 
against cricket playing in favoring 
carpentry, or vice versa. One nxigli 
as ccirrectly say hand-line fishing is 
as good as riding, or driving, or golf, 
or baseball, or canoeing (of course 
it is), for fishing without red and 
reel and fishing with proper tackle 
are pursuits as distinct in character 
as riding a plain horse bareback with- 
a rough halter and straddling a gal­
lant charger with neat bridle and 
saddle; or, as mere boating with a 
slab raft on a muddy creek and 
skimming tlie green billows in a 
trim yacht.
That the fisher’s hand-line and 
the fisherman’s net will take more 
fish than the angler’s tackle is not 
of the moment, because a stick of 
dynamite or a cannon filled with 
leaden pellets or a boy with .a mar­
ket basket will take still more fish 
than the net %and hand-line. Quanti­
ty makes fishing “ good" with the 
fisherman; quality delights the ang­
ler.
There is no objection to the mere 
fish getter filling his boat with fish­
es, with or without tackle, but as 
the jockey is separated from the 
sportsman rider and the sailor from 
the yachtsman, so should the quanti­
ty angler be considered in contrast­
ing spheres,
“ What a man brings home in his 
heart after fishing is of more accoun 
than what he brings in his basket,” 
says W. J. Long.
“ Anglers encourage the adoption of 
angjing methods,” says Dr. Van 
Dyke, “ which make the wholesale 
slaughter of fishes impossible and 
increase the sport of taking a fair 
number in a fair way.”
As olnivralic single-missile bow and 
arrow exercise dignifies archery from 
humdh-arrow work in war, so the 
gentle use of refined tackle dignifies 
angling above mere fish getting. Trap 
shooting is delightful, and more birds 
are killed than the gunner would bag 
in marsli and meadow, but is trap 
shooting therefore more “ good” than 
game shooting in the glorious fields 
and forests? No, sir; and though 
the hand-liner may honestly take half 
the ocean’s yield, still his pursuit 
and his catcfh cannot equal and can­
not he legitimately compared to the 
code and the creel of the competent 
angler.
Charles Bradford,
Provisions for any length of time 
on a camping trip must first be well1 
protected from the rain, the dust, 
and insects. There are various met 
hods of stowing away provisions of 
all kinds. Perhaps the waterproof 
bag of canvas, on the inside of whic 
has been stitched several thickness­
es of strong waxed paper is the most 
convenient, for flour, corn meal, su­
gar, salt, and other dry materials. A 
ten-pound coffee can, a tin can in 
which salted peanuts are sold, and 
other similar tight cans are splendid 
receptacles for bread, cookies, dough­
nuts, and any food that requires a 
vauum to retain jts moisture. These 
cans may be more easily conveyed 
from one place to another if they 
are placed in convenient hags wlhdch 
may be slung from the shoulder. Salt 
and smoked baon, and fresh meat 
may be better preserved if wrapped 
in a wet clotlh, and then in waxed 
pt:per. Butter, wiliien this luxury is 
permitted, is best carried in a glass 
one or two-quart Atlas Mason pre­
serving jar, because it never becomes 
tainted, and whether melted by heat, 
or stiffened by cold weather, it does 
not come in contact with anything 
else. Coffee and tea must be kept, 
in original containers, tightly closed.
For a three-day camping trip I 
have used a unique arrangement for 
the provision® necessary. A dress 
suit case was lined with pockets of 
various sizes, made of ten cent crash 
towelling. On the cover, inside, 
was a series of pockets exactly 
fitted to all tihe neccessary cooking 
and eating utensils, for a party of 
three people. Along each side of 
the suit case, were pockets of vary- 
inr' width to hold tin cans of salt, 
pepper, cocca, sugar, matches, etc., 
the salt and pepper cans being the 
flat shaker style, the others were 
same-sized flat Lowney cocoa cans, 
just the height of tihe suit case in­
side. Each pocket and can was 
labelled rightly. Other pockets held 
soap, soft muslin squares, medicines 
of possible use, wash cloths, needles 
and thread, and many things of sim­
ilar nature which every camper is 
sure to need sooner or later on his 
trip. In tihe bottom of tlie suit 
case was a set of pockets, covering 
the cups, and plates.
Another suit case contained a 
Dutch Oven for cooking meat and 
stews, a coffee kettle with bail and 
cover, and a fry pan of iron, .with 
thin cover, also a steamer shelf 
which fitted the Dutch Oven inside, 
on wfhich to cook rice, onions, po­
tatoes, etc., while meat was boiling 
below* it. A Thermos lunch kit car­
ries milk and cream and keeps it 
cold for two days, as I myself have 
tested upon several trips, and the 
lunch box is nice for cake and cook­
ies, or sandwiches, being divided in­
to compartments. Two dress suit 
cases may be easily strapped on to 
an automobile luggage carrier, with 
rubber cover. An other dress suit
case n the bedy of tihe car contains 
clotihiing necessary for an outing, or 
camping trip, and is most conven­
ient when it contains the sets of 
pockets for each needed article-
An old stove grate, a longdiandled 
wire broiler, a binged wooden table 
in four sections, lap tables witih 
depressions to bold plate, cup, knife 
and fork and spoon, are all con­
venient accessories on picnic or 
camping trip.
On long trips lightness of baggage 
is the first essential, but on short 
trip® many luxuries may be enjoy- 
o\ which of course add to the work 
of carrying wihile lessening the dis­
tress felt over the lack of some 
treasured accessory.
FISHING PARTY CAUSES A FIRE 
BY CARELESSNESS.
Augusta, Me., August 25.—State 
Forest CommAssioner Frank E. Mace 
is in receipt of a report of a fire oc­
curring at South Easton, in Aroos­
took county, during the early part of 
August. The cause of this fire was 
through, the carelessness of a( fisfhing 
party, who had been camping in that 
section and who did not extinguish 
their fire when leaving the woods. 
The fire was discovered by one of 
the fire wardens in time to prevent
any serious loss of timber. Had the 
season been an exceedingly dry one, / 
however, there might have been ser­
ious damage done. There have been 
very few fires, doing any amount of 
damage, during the present season, 
which, is due in a large measure to 
the very efficient fire patrol which 
Commissioner Mace has established 
in the state, as well as to the a- 
meunt of wet weather we have had 
during the present spring and sum­
mer.
The large number of vacationjstis, 
who come to this state during tlie 
summer and fall, would do well to 
abide by Section 56 of Chapter 7 
of the Revised Statutes, which places 
a fine cf $100, together with one 
month’s imprisonment, as the pen­
alty for breaking canrp without to­
tally extinguishing camp fires. Many 
of the serious fires in the Maine 
forests in the past have been brought 
about through the carelessness of 
campers in leaving fires. smouldering 
when leaving camp; and prosecutions 
have been too few in dealing with 
these offenders. Our forests should 
be preserved and every person en­
tering the Maine woods should take 
care that a fire does not start through 
his carelessness, either through the 
dropping of a spark from a pipe or 
by not extinguishing a match before 
dropping it in tlie underbrush or by 
not watching any fire started for 
camp purposes.
PARTY ENJOYS MOONLIGHT SAIL
(Continued from page three)
delphia, accompanied by Henry J, 
Scott, a well-known lawyer from the 
same city arrived to-day.
.Mrs. A. S. Perham and friend, Mrs. 
Aiice T. Homer of Portland, Mrs. 
Erta Rhett cf Washington, D. C., 
are here to-day.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Buckett of Brook­
lyn, N. Y., have been here several 
days this week.
Chas. F. Cotter of Lynn, Mass., 
was here with his family for the 
week-end, and there never was a 
happier family of children than they 
are. -
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Holman cf 
Fairfield, Conn., who are in the cot­
tage on the Point came Saturday for 
several weeks.
The following party motored over 
front North Anson for the week-end: 
Messrs. C. T, Rogers, J. G. Rogers, 
A. F. Rogers, George Cole and Earl 
C. Wing.
Every camp and all the rooms in 
the main house have been takeu 
since the first of August, for mere 
^guests have been entertained this 
summer than ever before at Mingo. 
There wil-l be a full house until after 
September first and several parties 
have engaged rooms for the last 
month in the season.
Wednesday evening a fire was built 
on the rocks by the lake side and a 
jolly good time the young people had 
as each with a long stick sat by 
the fire and toasted marshmallows 
and told stories.
Forts Have Listening Galleries,
Around the foundations of British 
forts are broad circular galleries, well 
ventilated and fitted with electric 
light. They are called “listening gal­
leries,” because in time of siege, they 
are guarded by relays of expert lis­
teners, who keep their ears pricked 
up for the pick and shovel of the 
enemy.
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A New Questions and Answers Department 
of Interest to Shooters
T W IS T I iN G  T H E  B U L L E T .
There seems to be some confusion 
as to just what is ti e object of the 
rifling in the barrels of firearms. An 
impression previals that the quicker 
the twist the more accurate the rifle. 
There is no foundation for this be­
lief.
The object of cutting spiral grooves 
into the smooth bore cf the barrel 
is to rotate the bullet so that it will 
travel point first. Sportsmen all 
know this, tut they don’t seem to 
realize that a bullet spinning too 
fast is inaccurate just as tile one 
which spins too slowly.
Each different rifle and revolver 
bullet 'must lave a rate of twist 
suited to its own particular weight, 
length, and general specifications 
which of course includes the speed 
at which it is to travel.
Another very popular belief is that 
tlie deeper the rifling the longer tf.e 
barrel will wear. As a matter cf 
fact if the rifling is too deep it is 
difficult to properly clean the corn­
ers of the grooves and Cld Man Cor­
rosion and his grown up son, Rust, 
make the most of the golden oppor­
tunity. Also, the lands (the spaces 
between the grooves) wear quickly 
when they cut too deeply into tihe 
bullet. Cn the other hand if the 
rifling is too shallow the bullets 
strip through, without rotating at all 
When the barrel becomes worn. As 
in most things, a happy medium is 
best.
B. D. C., Oyster Bay, L. I.
Will you kindly let me know by 
what means a person would have to 
take in order to take a Ross rifle 
into Canada on a gunning trip from 
the United States and would he he 
liable to have trouble in bringing 
the rifle back into the United States?
Ans. Anyone going abroad cr out 
of this country, taking with them 
goods of foreign make such as cam­
eras, rifles, etc., will have no trouble 
if they register them with tbe cus­
toms officials here before leaving. 
Bring your rifle into the city and 
take it to the custom house and 
they will issue a certificate Showing 
that you are taking tlie arm from 
this country and they will permit you 
to bring it back again without trou­
ble. -
C. A. S., Clinton, Iowa.
1. I have a 12 gauge shotgun that 
is a taper choke bore. I have been 
told that if I use anything larger 
than 5 or smaller than 7 it will 
blow the muzzle off. Is there any­
thing to rt or net? What do you 
think of the taper cihoke bore?
Ans. There is no such thing as 
real taper choke bore, and even if 
there were, it would have no clhok- 
ing effect, as .the cihoke depends for 
i a effect on the jamming tiogetiher of 
the shot just as they leave the muz­
zle. With any standard make of 12
S^uge shotgun, full chcke or other­
wise, any standard factory loaded 
shell from the solid hall load down to 
the smallest shot may he used with­
out harming the barrel.
2. I would like to ask about re­
volver shooting. Do .you call this 
good shooting? I shoot a Colts .22 
w’ th 6-incJh barrel, side break and in 
a gallery I can break four or five 
' f  these small celluloid hails they 
have in the water fountain out of 
six shots, or break the pipes the 
same way. Do ycu think with prac­
tice I could make a good shot?
Ans. You evidently know how to 
hold a revolver and I would suggest 
that you do your practicing cn a tar­
get where you can see the result 
cf every shet. ‘ ‘Practice makes 
perfect,” you know.
B. H. B., Rochester, N. Y.
It was with pleasure that I noted 
tlie columns devoted to “ Target Tips 
& Hunting Helps” and sincerely hope 
this will be a permanent feature. 
Will you kindly answer the follow­
ing questsions in next issue:
1. Are the Krag carbines mere 
accurate at from 200 to 600 yds. than 
the Krag rifle?
Ans. The Krag Carbine is no 
more accurate at 200 to 600 yds. 
than the Krag rifle. If there is 
any difference it would be in favor 
cf the Krag rifle as the difference 
between sights is greater and it 
would have a glightly greater veloc- 
-'ty which would make the wind cor­
rections less. This difference, how­
ever, would he so slight for all prac­
tical purposes, that one is as ac­
curate as the other.
2. What combination cf sights 
would be an improvement over the 
regulation siglhts with which the 
Krag carbine is fitted?
Ans. Almost anything would he 
an improvement over the regular 
S ig h t . However, if your members 
expect to stoot in any of the match­
es cf the N. R. A., it would he nec­
essary to use the regulation siglhts. 1 
understand that the Lyman Company 
manufature a receiver peep sight 
which can be fitted to the Spring­
field. As to whether it is also a­
dapted to the Krag, I do not know. 
I would suggest that you drop them 
a line. It is ratiher an expensive 
s:ghft, however.
W. E. T., ManviUe, R. I.
Is there any law prohibiting the 
use of a rifle (25-20) for target and 
1 unting purposes in the State of 
Rhode Island? I was told that a 
bill was brought up which if passed 
would keep all rifles out of the 
woods.
Ans. The game law’s of Rhode 
Island do not bar the use of a rifle 
for target or hunting purposes.
D. B. L.; Hot Springs, Ark.
Please classify as to penetration, 
killing power and range the .303, .22 
H. P. and 30-30 rifles. Are they all 
powerful enough for deer?
Muzzle velocity of the .303 1952 
ft. seconds, Muzzle energy 1658 ft. 
lbs. Range for accuracy 500 to 7C0 
yds. 30-30, Muzzle velocity 2020 ft. 
secs., Muzzle energy 1540 ft. lbs., 
Range for acuraoy 500 to 700 yds. 
.22 High Power. Muzzille velocity 
,2700 ft. seconds, Muzzle energy 1132 
ft. lbs. Range for accuracy 300 to 
500 yds. The range for accuracy 
represents the greatest range at 
which these.cartridges will make a 
yc-spectable showing on the Military 
Standard Buflilseye. The first two 
are certainly powerful enough for 
deer.
J. E. J., Colona, Colo.
Will you tell me the name of 
*he powder that is used in the 25.35 
factory loaded cartridges, also the 
amount that is required for standard 
loads?
Ans.The 25.35 is loaded by the 
various ammunition companies with­
in the neighborhood of 22 grains of 
Duipont Military No. 20 or 18 grains 
of lightning. This is the Load re­
commended by the manufacturers of 
the powder to obtain standard result 
with the metal jacketed bullets.
AUTOMOBILE TRIP 
UP THE TOPIQUE
IF WORRIED ABOUT YOUR CHILD
Do as this Mother did
Frail, 'weak children need watchful 
care. If your child is sickly, it needs 
good care more than coddling. Give 
lots of nourishing food, keep the child 
outdoors as much as possible, and see 
that all the habits arc regular. “ L. F .” 
Atwood’s Medicine does frail children 
a world of good. It is good for con­
stipated bowels, helps along the appe­
tite, acts as a tonic and ^improves the 
general health. This mother says so: 
Spruce Head, Maine.
I have used “ L. F.”  Atwood's Medicine
ever since I was a little girl. I have a family 
of small children now and keep it in the house 
all the time. I think it a very good medicine 
for children or older people.
Mss. Gkacie A llen.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest 
store, or write today for a free sample.
FREE.—On receipt of a yellow outside 
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine, 
v»e will send one of our Needle Books with a 
good assortment of high grade needles, useful 
in every family.
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland. Me.
.22
W. I. M-, Garden City, Kars.
1. Can you give any way of 
moving brass rods from a 
calibre rifle which have been driven 
in from both ends of the barrel. A 
brass wire brush wais Dodged in the 
barrel, and in trying to remove it by 
dTiving it through with a brass rod 
it became fast and a rod was driven 
in the other end.
Ans. It looks as though the own­
er of tine rifle had fixed it for 
keeps. The only thing I could 
suggest wouM be to clamp the pro­
truding end of. tihe fc|ra ss red in a 
vice and draw outtheredby fasten­
ing a block and tackle to the barrel. 
This is a rather heroic measure, but 
I do net know of any other way to 
do it. If you can get both pieces 
of brass rod out, and nothing re­
mains but the brush, jammed in, this 
might possibly be removed by using 
the following formula, which should 
b€ left in for about one and one- 
half hours.
Ammonium Carbonate, 200 grs.
Ammonium Hydrate, 6 cz.
Distilled water, 4 oz.
I. H., Salina, Kansas.
1. Which cartridge has the flatter 
trajectory at 100 yds., the 32.20 c-r 
the .38 S. & W. Spied’al? Which 
would be the better calibre for a re­
volver?
Ans. The 32.20 would undoubtedly 
have a flatter trajectory, but for re­
volver use I would certainly recom­
mend the .38 S. & W. Special.
Leaving Fort Fairfield Saturday 
evening, Ju<iy 24, at about 7 o ’clock 
in a Regal touring car, we arrived at 
Andover, N. B., about 7.40, and
after having the auto entered in the 
Custom Officer’s books, we then
proceeded across the St. John river 
to Perth, and from there up the To- 
bique river. The evening was one 
of the best for autcing and the ride 
was indeed beautiful. Fcir a num­
ber of miles the autoist in taking 
this trip goes throiigh a wooded 
country until he comes to the bridge 
across wihat is called “ The Narrows,” 
and from there up to the “ Forks,” 
some 60 miles beyond, the highway 
runs along the beautiful and scenic 
Tobique river.
We arrived at the farm home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Johnson, at 
Oxbow, about 12.40 p. m., and after 
awakening them from their peaceful 
slumbers, we were received into their 
hospitable heme and there we re­
frained for the nigibt. At about 
re- ! eight o’clock Sunday morning w.e 
breakfasted, and tto say we ail had 
good appetites is putting tihe state­
ment very mildly. After all had 
satisfied their appetites we decided 
to take a short walk to one of the 
many sporting lodges along the 
river. We soon arrived at what is 
called Oxbow Lodge, owned by a 
stock broker of New York, and un­
der the supervision ^ through the year
Commonwealth; Hotel 
Inc.
Oppoiite State House, Boston, Mass. 
Offers room with hot ard 
cold water for $1.00 per day 
and up, which includes free 
use of public shower baths.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Rooms with private baths 
for $1.50 per day and up; 
suites of two rooms and bath 
for $4.00 per day and up.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet
STORER F. CRAFTS G eo. Manager
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Jenkins, 
who very hospitably entertained us, 
showing the party through the build­
ings, the many specimens of the 
hunter’s prize, the moose, and many 
fine enlarged photos of salmon that 
had been landed from the salmon 
pool opposite the lodge, owned by 
the same proprietor. The respect­
ive weight of eacih fish was printed 
on each enlargement, and they varied 
from 18 y2 to 28 pounds.
Across the river from this resort 
is a beautiful island which is said to 
contain about 35 acres cf rich farm­
ing land, and belongs to the owner 
of the lodge.
The proprietor of the above named 
resort makes 'two trips yearly to 
this famous hunting and fishing par­
adise, coming in the month of July 
for the salmon fishing and again in 
October for hunting big game.
After being shown around the 
many places of interest at this lodge 
by Mr. atad Mrs. Jenkins, who were 
very kind and willing to answer any 
inquiries that a stranger to that land 
might make, we decided to visit tihe 
famous sportsmen’s lodge, owned 
by Ogilvy brothers.
Arriving there we were introduced 
to the three brothers, also their 
father and sister, and was promptly 
invited to feel at home. After a 
rest of a few minutes we were 
escorted about the place by the 
senior brother, Henry, who very 
kindly gave us a complete history 
of the resort; hew they had settled 
there and built the main ledge, to­
gether with twenty-three sporting 
camps scattered through the forest, 
in the best hunting and fishing lo­
calities that were possible to be lo­
cated. At this main lodge, was a 
fox ranch, and we were taken 
through it and to us was explained 
the system of this industry. This 
ranch contains a black fox that was 
valued at $8,000, also a pair of silver 
gray and black crosses, valued at 
$5,000, while in addition to these 
were a number of red foxes. On an 
island some three miles up the river 
was located another ranch contain­
ing 32 foxes, under the same manage­
ment. We were told that a com­
pany owned these foxes and that Mr. 
Ogilvy was the manager of it, and 
that he also was one of the direct­
ors in the company.
There were eleven sportsmen reg­
istered at this resort for that day, 
all being out to the different camps, 
where the brook and lake fishing 
was to be enjoyed.
The week previous to our trip to. 
this lodge, a notable guest had 
spent two weeks there, the person 
being Newton Newkirk, editor of 
the National Sportsman, and also 
one of the staff editors of the Bos­
ton Post. Mr. Newkirk was there 
on a business and pleasure trip com, 
bined, part of the time enjoying the 
life of a sportsman, the rest of the 
time being spent in securing mater­
ial and data for his well known mag­
azine.
Mr. Ncwkjrk was guided on this 
Hip by Henry Ogilvy, and they cer­
tainly encountered many interesting 
experiences, one of wibich was told 
to the writer by Mr. Ogilvy, as fol­
low's: Cm returning from their trip
up the river, and but a slhcrt dis 
tance from the main lodge, they 
noticed a cow moose and calf on 
the shore of the opposite bank, and 
Newton being anxious to secure a 
snap-shot cf them instructed Mr. Cgil 
vy to paddle the canoe across to 
where they were. Well, when they 
had gone about the distance they 
intended something happened. The 
cow made a rush for the boat just as 
the camera clicked and for a time 
there was wild excitement. After 
the smoke had cleared away they 
succeeded in getting started again 
far home, which was1 .soon reached, 
and I assure you dear reader that 
they were very jglad indeed when 
they seated' themselves in the large 
morris chairs in the main room of 
the lodge.
AM who have read Mr. Newkirk’s 
writings are aware of the fact that 
he is an artist, as well as a writer 
and if you will secure a copy of the 
National Sportsman you will scon 
see his drawings.
As soon as he had rested some­
what he secured a hox cover and 
pencil and made a drawing true to 
life of wihat had taken place as I 
have related above. I was shown 
the drawling and it certainly was 
well worth looking at. It reminded 
me of a Story without words, and 
truly signified that something out of 
the ordinary had happened.
This is a most beautiful place to 
secure rest and recreation. The 
place is modern in every way, first- 
class cccmodaticns, green truck of 
all kinds grown in their own gar­
dens, excellent food prepared by an 
experienced cook, the finest spring 
water to be found anywhere, plenty 
of milk and cream, and in fact 
everything that a person may ask 
for. They also own a large motor, 
car for their own use and in the con­
veying of sports to and from their 
lodge.
Their rates are $7.50 per day, 
which includes board, guide, boat, 
and everything needed on a hunting 
or fishing trip. This is certainly a 
great place to go on a vacation, 
as these people are capable of 
making you feel at home; very kind 
and hospitable, and always caring for 
the wants of others, and w'e can re­
commend them to give anyone who 
may go there the best time of their 
life. We deeply appreciate their 
kindness and hospitality shown to us 
while at tihieir place, and sincerely 
hope that we may have the pleasure 
of visiting them again at some 
future time.
On our reurn from this place, we 
partook of a sumptous dinner at 
Mr. Johnson’s, and each one did 
ample justice to themselves in this 
respect. Dinner being over, we 
rested a short time, after which we 
started on our return down the river. 
We are indebted ito Mr. and Mrs. 
Johnson for their kindness and 
cleverness, and assure them that it 
will linger in our memories. Mr. 
Johnson is the Post Master at this 
place, which is Oxbow, Victoria Co., 
|N. B.
Leaving their place we autoed to 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ethridge 
Everett, where we were invited 
to take supper. After being shown 
around his farm, and along the bank 
of the river will ere some snap-shots 
were taken, we then returned to the 
house where a bounteous supper a­
waited us. After spending some­
time in pleasant conversation with 
them we decided it was time for us 
to Start homeward.
At 6.30 we left their home on our 
return to Aroostook and it being a 
beautiful evening I assure you that 
the ride was something grand. We 
returned biy the way of Red Rapids, 
along down the river, through what 
is called the “Gulch,” into Perth, a­
cross to Andover and thence to Ft. 
Fairfield, arriving there at about 
10.30 p. m.
To those contemplating an auto 
trip, we would suggest that they 
take this trip. The scenery along 
this beautiful river is said by those 
who -have been there, to surpass that 
of tihe famous Hudson river.
At Plaster Rook, 28 miles above 
Perth, is to be found one of the 
largest and best equipped saw mills 
in the Province. It is owned by 
the Frazer Lumber Co., who also 
have mills at other places. It is a 
very pretty little village, has a public 
play ground for children, fine 
churches and residences, and locat­
ed on both sides cf the river. The 
Canadian Pacific Railroad runs this 
far only, and hss a good passenger 
and freight service. ■ i,
The Tobique Salmon Club has its 
headquarters farther up the river, 
and is made up of American and 
Canadian sportsmen. They have a 
beautiful set of buildings, and no 
means have been spared to make 
everything pleasant and enjoyable 
for its members.
The Tobique river is world-famous 
for its hunting and fishing, some of 
the finest specimens of Moose and 
Caribou to be found, come from 
this noted place. Salmon fishing is 
also a. very popular sport there and 
some of the finest salmon to be had 
are. taken front the different pools 
along this river.
class accommodations, green truck of 
almost any brook you come to, be- 
• cause they are more strict in enforc­
ing tihe laws in this respect there 
than they are here. . No one is al­
lowed to fish on Sunday there, and 
if anyone is found violating the law 
he is punished by a heavy fine. I 
was told that in tthis way t/he fish­
ing privileges were not abused as 
much as they are here, as people 
know the penalty and do not violate 
the laws.
I am sure I would like to take 
the trip over again, and at some 
future date I hope to be in a posit­
ion to enject more of this beautiful 
country, which is rightly termed the 
“ Sportsman's Paradise.”—W. S. C. 
in Mars Hill View.
Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Are delightfully situated on shore, of Lake 
Parlin od direct line from Q u ebec to Rangeley 
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo­
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the 
radius o f four miles furnish the best of fly 
fishing the whole season The house and 
camps are new and have all modern conven­
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock 
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun­
tain climbing autoinobiling. etc.
H. P. M cKENNEY, Propri etor. Jackm an, Maine
YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT
J oh n  e a r v i l l e ’s  © a m p s
at S p r in s  Lake
. Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps 
are most charmingly situated on the shores of 
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, 
purest o f spring water and the table is firat-rlass, 
elevation 1,800 feet above aea level, grandest scen­
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria 
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake 
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 
Buckbeard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family 
summer resort. Telephone communications with 
Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms 
eeasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor 
A famous resort for anglers and hun­
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and 
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, 
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, 
Maine.
W E S T  e N D
H O T E L
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. 
Portland, Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for 
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports 
men. All farm, dairy products, pork 
and poultry from our own farm, enabl­
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, 
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc. 
American plan. Send for circular.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish­
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.. 
Oaratunk, Me.
RANGELEY TAVERN 8  LAKE VIBW HOUSE 
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct-autom obile 
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House 
July 1 to Oct.
Beat fishing and hunting. Booklets.
H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
RaugeJey, Maine.
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp" Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write 
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
IN THE RANGELEY REGION
. Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and one- 
half miles from the railroad and three-fourths 
mile from good auto road. Trout fishing, both 
lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to 515.00 per week; 
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For 
particulars address
HEM ON S. BLACKW ELL,
Dallas. Maine.
BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAMPS
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
September fly  fishing for Big Trout. Plenty 
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow, 
Maine.
THE ANTLERS CAMPS
In the famous Jo Mary country offers a first- 
class chance to go for Fishing. Hunting or Ju*t 
a Rest. It is an easy place to get to and has 
First-Class accommodations. We make a special 
rate to summer boarders. Write for particulars.
LEON E. POTTER, 
NORCROSS. - MAINE
FOR SALE
INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
just across the cove from the 
Mountain View House at the
VIA RUMFORD FALLS 
Bast Saimaa and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly 
hatiing begins about June 1? Send for circular* 
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., 
Upper Dam, Maine.
outlet of Rangeley lake, 
particulars, address
F. C. FOWLER,
THE ATTRAN LAKE CAMPS OQUOSSOC,
For
MAINE
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing. batti­
ng: and mountain climbing. Separate cumgaf^rf 
all parties, with epecial accommodations foifittn- 
lies. Sizteen trout ponds of fly and bait fishing, 
■ad a never end of rivers and streams. 
Automobile tourists wishing t« visit ATTE A N  
CAMPS, may come to Holden’s Garage, one 
mile from camp, where motor boat will meet 
parties. Map and booklet of my territory on request.
RUEL E. HOLDEN. Jackman. Maine
W ar or no war 
Pierce Pond Gamps
will be open on time for large trout and salmon 
Sehing. Best of reference4 furnished. Send 
for circular. C. A. Spaulding, Caratunk, Me.
Go to
BLAINE VILES’
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS
Dead River, - - Maine
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom­
modations, Reasonable Prices,
Special Sunday Dinners.
Round Mountain Lake Camps. Write for free 
booklet. DION O. BLACKW ELL. Proprietor.
Round Mountain, Maine
DEAD R IV E R  REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every 
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca­
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting 
iectiom Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. 
Look, Prop’r, Efistis, Maine.
PACKARD S GAMPS
Rangeley Lakes 
Rangeley, - Maine
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. 
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part­
ridge and duck hunting.
Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps
The ideal place to spend your vaca­
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor­
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec­
tion, Write for booklet.
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
VERY BEST HUNTING GROUNDS
at
SPECTACLE LAKE GAMPS
And stream fishing cannot be duplicated 
elsewhere. Send for circulars and 
references.
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop., 
EUSTIS. - - MAINE
BIG SALMON TAKEN 
BY THE DOZEN
Dr. Aaker Has Great Fishing at 
Lake Webb, Weld
Weld has been all agog recently 
a result of the big catch of salmon 
which Dr. Baker, a guest at the Map­
les, got recently.
The fish numbered 12. Two of them 
weighed 5 pounds each; two of them 4 
pound each and the others were smaller 
but all good fish.
They were taken on the west shore 
and quite near the cottage of Hon. H. 
B. Austin.
A SUNDAY FEAST
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Rumford, August 19.—Mr. ELroy
Horton, machinist at a local paper 
mill, is spending dills vacation at ibis 
cottage on tlie shores of that mag­
nificent lake, Worthley. Sunday blie 
15 th Mr. Foley in. response to invita­
tion over th© wire from Mr. Horton 
motored in haste to his picturesque 
camping ground wihere ail lined up to 
a swell shore dinner, consisting of 
salmon and baked clams. The sal­
mon Wiere rare specimens taken from 
Wcwtlhiley in plain view of tihe camp. 
As to the clams Mr. Foley did not 
say natives or otherwise. Th© Least 
he says is Mr. Hotrton is a diet. 
His fellow sportsmen should feel 
proud of him. He is taking on good 
color out tlhere, ais Ihe gazes at the 
lofty mountains all around. As a 
cook his equal cannot be found and 
in Ms boat takes many a fleety ride. 
Yet Roy drinks only from tlie boiling 
spring by the mountain side.
Deer Hunters.
MOOSELOOKMEGCNTIC HOUSE 
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of-the Rangeleys. Bant fishing region. 
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MBS. F. B. BUBNS.
SUSBCRIBE NOW FOR MAINE 
WOODS AND READ ALL 
THE LOCAL NEWS.
HUNTING PARTIES 
ENGAGE ROOMS
(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley Tavern, Rangeley, Sep­
tember 2.—This month promises to 
be one of the best this season for 
travel. Everyone thinks the weath­
er will continue fine and that many 
automobile parties, when they learn 
that the roads in this section are 
now in good condition, will take a 
trip through the Rangeleys. This 
hotel has not often had a vacant 
room £>ver night since the first of 
August. .
Sunday a p<;rty of six, Miss Vera 
Downs of New York, Miss Katherine 
Dyer of New Jersey, Messrs. Lewis 
Banigan of Porto Rico, D. McLaugh­
lin, Reed and Thayer Ellis went as 
far as they could by auto then hiked 
it five miles over the buckboard road 
to Kennebago, where they took din­
ner and were back in time for sup­
per, all declaring the trip one they 
will not soon forget.
The following Philadelphia gentle­
men, who were motoring through 
Maine spent Sunday here: Messrs.
Augustus M. Parry, Jr., Melville H. 
Smart, George C. Baldwin and An­
thony L. Arnold.
Walking seems to be quite a fad 
these pleasant days. Friday a party 
of ten walked from Kennebago on a 
shopping trip to the village, dined 
here and returned in the afternoon.
The following party from Lewis­
ton, coming by auto were here for 
over Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
Witham, Miss Brace Longley, Dr. W. 
H. Hawkins, Miss Beatrice and Miss 
Margaret Porter.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Banigan of San 
Juan, Porto Rico, who are here for a 
stay of three months, were on Sun­
day joined by Carl Banigan of Prince 
ton, 1916. *
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Homes of 
Providence, R. I., Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank L. Wilder of Wilton were 
week-end guests at this hotel.
Miss Katherine Dyer a teacher in 
Passaic, N. J., who has been spend­
ing vacation days here, everyone re­
gretted to say good-bye to on Mon­
day.
A. M. Johnson and Miss Mildred 
Stokes of New York eame over from 
Eustis and took the Bundhy niglit 
Pullman for home.
Dr. A. P. French c,f Middletown, 
Conn., wrho lias been enjoying his 
usual summer outing at Saddleback 
Lake made a short stay here this 
week en route for home.
Miss Myrtle Everett of Colby Col­
lege registered li&re to-day on her 
way to Connecticut, where she will 
teach this fall.
A party of guests from this hotel 
walked down to the cascades at 
Greenvale this afternoon and was so 
enthusiastic over tlie beauty of the 
place now wonder why everyone 
don’t take the trip. *
Parties for hunting have rooms en­
gaged for the October hunting and 
every indication is that bird and 
deer hunting will be excellent this 
fall.
H0REYSECK ACTS 
j AS GUARD
Another Big Shipment of Gold 
Passes Through Portland.
Frank Horeyseck tlie express mes­
senger on the line between Phillips 
and Portland was again on duty last 
week helping to guard the precious 
load of bonds and golds amounting to 
$44,000,000 which was being taken 
to New York to strengthen English 
credit in this country. Tlie money 
crossed the Atlantic under special 
Britisih convoy and was hurried
speedily and secretly to New York.
Six steel cans, each equipped writh 
four doors in which is the only glass 
through which light can he admitted 
followed the engine, and in addition 
there was a dining car for the 
guards—38 of them in all.
As the train came to a stop, faces 
pressed against the inside panes of 
glass in the windows, but not a 
single guard could come outside and 
leave his post. If aU of the guards 
are as stalwart as our friend Horey­
seck they must make a formidable ar­
ray. This is till© second shipment 
of English wealth to pass through 
Portland during August and Mr. 
Horeyseck was also one of the guards 
on the former trip.
RESUME DUTIES
AS MATRON
* •
Miss. Quimby Entertains in Honor 
of Her Cousin
(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, August 31.—Mr. and Mrs. 
Glen Jacobs and children, Clyde and 
Thelma of New Vineyard were recent 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Barrett.
F. C, Porter and H. Hun toon en­
joyed an auto trip to Portland Sun­
day and returned by train Monday 
night.
Mrs. G. W. Pickel, Mrs. Arbetli 
Wilcox and Miss M.onn Loomis en­
joyed a week-end outing at Joe Tib­
betts’ camps.
, Miss Marjorie Oakes and Miss 
Susie Tibbetts were at Kennebago 
recently.
Miss Nellie McQuester, who has 
been visiting ffiends in town return­
ed to her home in Boston the latter 
part of -the week.
Miss Helen Aldrich of Phillips is 
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Daniel 
French.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Riddle and 
daughter, Grace went to Monson by 
auto Sunday. Mr. Riddle, accom­
panied by his father returned home 
Monday. Mrs. Riddle and little 
daughter remain for a longer visit.
Dr. J. M. Munyon was in town re­
cently calling on old acquaintances.
John Russeli’s family and Mrs. 
George Russell attended the Wing 
reunion.
Miss Prudence M. Richardson 
leaves Saturday to assume her dut­
ies as matron of Sfurtevant Hall, 
Hebrcin Academy. Miss Richard son 
is a graduate of Hebron 1900 and 
took a course in Institutional Man­
agement at Simmons College. „Miss 
Richardson’s many friends wish for 
her much success in her new work.
The Frank B. Stewart house has 
recently beeji painted by I. W. Mit­
chell and crew.
Mrs. T. Freeman Tibbetts and son, 
Walter, who have been spending the 
summer with relatives in South Fram 
Ingham, Mass., returned home Tues­
day night.
Miss Marian Quimby entertained 
friends Thursday evening in honor of 
her cousin, Miss Wilhelmina Skol- 
field. The first part of the even­
ing was spent in a social game of 
whist. Later the company enjoyed 
a musical hour. Refreshments of 
ice cream and cake were served. 
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. 
Ray Hamden, Miss Nellie McQuester, 
M‘ss Lillian Webster, Miss Harriet 
Skolfield, Miss Emma Russell, Miss 
Marjorie Oakes, Miss Eugenie Eseley, 
Miss Muriel Hoar, Hayden Huntcon, 
Howard Herrick, Mason Russell, 
Vance Oakes. A fine time was en­
joyed by all. Miss Skolfield and her 
mother went to Phillips for a Short 
visit before returning to their home 
in San Diego, California.
Mi&s Hildred Robertson is working 
at the stone station.
S. B McCard has been guiding at 
Grant’s the -vast ten days.
A party of 20 were in town from 
Kennebago tlie latter part of the 
week. Some members of tlie party 
walked the entire distance. The 
remainder made part of the trip by 
auto.
Miss Florence Hinkley of Phillips 
is visiting the Misses Miriam and 
Lucile Huntoon. Y ,
C. C. Murphy and mother, Mrs. 
Margaret Murphy are visiting rela­
tives * Bangor and Dover. They 
made the trip by auto.
Miss Doris Haley is visiting at E. 
L. Haley’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Rowe attended 
the Strong oampmeeting; also the 
reunion of Mr. Rowe’s Regiment, the 
17th Maine at Togus, Me. Before 
returning home they spent a few 
days with Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hig­
gins at Wintlnrop.
Dr. Mary Cushman of Farmington, 
superintendent of Elementary Work 
for Franklin county visited the Ran- 
geley Sunday school, also the schools 
at Wilbur, Quimby and Rangeley 
Plantation and gave a short address 
at each school. During her stay 
she was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. 
R. Rowe.
G. D. Hinkley and grandson, Ken­
neth have returned from Hebron, 
where they visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy 
Hinkley.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Adams and 
children of Farmington visited at C. 
W. Barrett’s the latter part of the
week.
Thursday afternoon at the church 
vestry a demonstration of Wear Ever 
Aluminum "was given by Mr. Master- 
man of Wilton. A luncili of roast 
beef, griddle 'cakes, cake and coffee 
was served at the close. The "pro­
ceeds were for the benefit of the 
Ladies’ Aid.
Percy Dennison is at A. D. Tib­
betts’ for a few days,
Mrs, Walter Bush and daughter, 
Margaret were at James Ross’ the 
first of the week.
Mrs. Ehen Harnden was up from 
, camp Last week, where she has been 
spending a part cf the summer.
Mr. and Mrs, George Watson re­
turned to their home in Madison Sat­
urday. Their daughter, Miss Geor­
gia who has been quite ill is now 
gaining steadily.
Mi&s Katherine Nice and members 
of her family, who are at Kennebago 
for the vacation season called on 
friends in town Thursday.
Miss. Alice Parker of Phillips is 
a guest of Miss Marian Quimby.
The horse shed recently purchased 
by E, I. Herrick has been moved to 
the back part of the store lot and 
repairs are now being made cn it,
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. McCard, Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo. Hoar, Dr. and Mrs. 
A. M. Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Ross 
and Everett, George Pillsbury, Rolla 
Pillsbury and Austin Hinkley were at 
Phillips to attend the horse trot Sat­
urday. The family of W. D. Quim­
by was also in Phillips to attend 
the ball game.
Miss Della Tibbetts and little sist­
er are guests cf their aunt, Mrs. 
Lester Soule of Chesterville.
The Camp Fire Girls held a sale 
of cake, candies, ioe cream and flow­
ers. The proceeds will be used to­
wards buying suits.
Miss Thalie Hoar left Wednesday 
morning for a visit with Miss Alice 
Sweetser of Pownal.
George Pickens was in Wilton 
Saturday to spend the day with his 
father, John Pickens.
Miss Bertha Russell has finished 
work at Dr. Colby’s.
Mrs. Nettie Nash of Jackman is 
visiting her mother,' Mrs. Delia 
Oakes,
Carl Jones has finished work for 
Chas. Case and is now visiting his 
uncle at New Sharon. *
Wallace Carlton has purchased the 
Guy Brooks house on Main St.
The Sunday school of Quimby dis­
trict held a picnic at J. D. W. Quim- 
by’s. An interesting ball game was 
played between the Indian Rock team 
and West Rangeleys. Other games 
and a fine time was enjoyed by all.
Miss Metcalf, superintendent of 
the Central Maine General hospital, 
Major and Mrs. Porter and daughters, 
Beatrice and Marguerite, Mr. and 
Mrs. Witham, Miss Longley and Miss 
Oldhanun of Auburn were recent 
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Colby.
Miss Emily Jones returned home 
to Lewiston Wednesday after car­
ing for M,Ls«s Georgia Watson, who 
is now stopping with her sister, Mrs. 
Hal Ellis.
See Who Wasn’t There.
Elizabeth was in the habit of mak­
ing a regular morning call upon some 
triends, but some member of her fam­
ily always accompanied her. Tha 
morning she made her first trip alone 
phe spied the hostess leaving for 
downtown. She called to her several 
times, and when the woman heard her 
Bhe said, “Well, if there isn’t Eliza­
beth!” and Elizabeth answered, “ Yea, 
and just look who isn’t with me.”
FOR SALE 
Beautiful Estate
o f 200 acres, situated on the north shore o f th® 
upper
Rangeley Lakes
V Two miles from
Rangeley Lake House.
Frontage on the Lake of half a mile, and com­
mands
Magnificent Views
o f the Lake. Two fine springs on the Estata. 
Property fully equipped as a farm, and includes 
the famous
. “Ross Point,”
Terms reasonable. Address
FURBISH & HERRICK,
RANGELEY, - MAINE
or
MRS. LUCY H. BOWDOIN
82 Washington Square 
SALEM, - - iWASS.
